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Special Edition to Commemorate entering 3rd Year on the cyberspace
"I see the aboriginal peoples
making their special
contribution to Canadian
society as Indians, Inuit and
Métis. There is no need to
sever one's roots."

"He has sweetly graced me, with
joyous compassion"
"Colourful Thoughts" a joint exhibition
of paintings was held in Colombo, Sri
Lanka at the Harold Peiris Art Gallery
(Lionel Went Memorial Art Gallery)
from May 26th to 28th 2006 Rumjhum
Goswami's "Ganesha", oil painting on
canvass displayed among her other
paintings.

- Hon. Brian Mulroney, Canada's 18th
(1984 - 1993) Prime Minster

Sri Lankan armed
forces run amok in
Pesalai

“My ears devour his teaching without
ever being filled.

A
Statue of St. Anthony on
the roads of Colombo to
bless the devotees

T

he annual feast of St. Anthony's
Church in Kochchikade, Colombo 13
was held on June 13th 2006. After the
trilingual mass, the statue of St. Anthony
was taken on procession on Colombo
roads on the final day, while blessing the

ssociated Press has extensively
covered the atrocities of the Sri
Lankan armed forces in Mannar,
June17-18, 2006; only AP covered the
incidents since they happened to be in
the area. After the incidents, the other
news agencies were not allowed to
enter Mannar by the Sri Lankan forces.
The Associated Press stated:
Five deaths are unexceptional these
days in a land of seemingly endless
ethnic conflict.

(Continued on page 9)

(Continued on page 7)

Deck I stand, find simple
drop surfing….
Much adored face is forgotten
Such pains is daily begotten

Sky falls, never we terrified
Dry minds wet and glorified

Floods rising tides open gates
Deeds take you in eight currents

Indian National Security Advisor traveling
Chennai to discuss concerns regarding
Sri Lanka situation
(story on page 5 )
Tamil Nadu Politicians: “India should take
initiatives to help Sri Lankan Tamils”

T

amil Nadu’s ruling Democratic Progressive Alliance (DPA) on June 19th urged
the Indian Central Government to take ‘necessary steps’ to restore peace in Sri
Lanka.

(Continued on page 2)

Vicious Violence wipes out
family of four in Vankalai

Crows remind cloud hued Krishna
Vows to see helping hands rising
Let us sing, dance joyous freedom
Get all serve those in martyrdom
Dance Kummi, beat the measure
Lance blackout, win the unsure
Harming others, selfish desire
Humming creed, rise to spire
Fill time at the ocean heights
Will seeing you come to delights
Knowing you well I surrender
Beaconing goals keeping farther
Dreamed in bleary moonlight, my friend
Surfing, a sky harbour to descend
Lurking for your love in breezy meadow
Hearing you speak Thamizh, rivers flow

By D.B.S. Jeyaraj

T

he on going ethnic fratricide in Sri Lanka has seen brutal violence on several
occasions. The savagery shown in the slaying of a family of four in the North Western village of Vankalai last Thursday was perhaps bestiality at its worst. Even
the most hardened eyes would have turned moist at the terrible sight of the four
victims killed so cruelly by persons who can only be described as barbarians.

(Continued on page 22)

- Vinayagar Agaval is a hymn in praise
of the Lord Ganesha, by the great Tamil
Sage Avaiyar The song describes the
various facts and facets of human life as
being taught by Lord Ganesha

( See Page 16 )

World with million splendors
Lord, some still ponders

Forest burns down to dust
Dearest kin come in vast

LTTE appoints ‘Marshall’ as Military
Spokesperson (story on page 23)

He has sweetly graced me with joyous
compassion”. – Avaiyar in Vinayagar
Agaval

Speck on the cheeks ever abiding
Deck I stand, find simple drop surfing
– Ascending on Mahakavi Subramaniya
Bharathiyar’s Poesies, By Mozhiyavan,
Picture of Mahakavi Bharathiyar’s Statue
in Nallur, Jaffna, by humanityAshore.org

ruthran
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Sri Lanka: Lost in
the wilderness?

P

eople and politician in Sri
Lanka get together to seek
divine help to deal with existential
problems that in many secular
democracies in the west as well as
the in the east have been effectively addressed by rational state
intervention, guided not by spiritual leaders, but by scientists and
professionals.

By S. T. Hettige
Senior Professor, Department of Sociology,
University of Colombo

With the escalation of the northeast
conflict again, one wonders whether we
have reached a critical point in the

(Continued on page 6)
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KaNiyan Puungunran's poem - puRam 192
All lands home, all men kin.
Evil and good are not from others,
nor are pain and its abating.
Death is nothing new.
We do not rejoice thinking life sweet,
and if pain comes,
even less do we find it a cause for grief.
Through the eyes of those who see deeply
we have come to know that life takes its hard course
as if it were a raft in the waters of a mighty river,
ever roaring and beating on rocks
after cold rain pours from flashing skies,
and so we do not wonder at the great
and still less do we despise the small.
- Translation by George Hart

Program to foster friendship between Tamil children:
‘Mail Link’
its occupants as well. Currently, there
approximately 120 children at Senthalir Illam.

The Program:

We currently have about 40 children signed up in “Mail
Link”. We want more kids to join the program and
encourage children between the ages of 5 and 16 to
sign up.
How can you join?
Write an introductory letter by simply beginning your
letter with “Dear Friend… ” (include your age, grade in
school, your hobbies and what you would like to learn
about your friend);

Publishing Desk: tamilweek@tamilweek.com
Telephone for Advertising: 416-358-3235

are

“Mail Link” was initiated to help in healing the hearts
of those children who survived by fostering friendship
and care through regular mail correspondence.

Contact:
Advertising: advertising@tamilweek.com
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“Mail Link” is a letter writing program to foster
friendship between the Tamil children of North
America and the Tamil children affected by the war
and Tsunami in the North and East of Sri Lanka.

• Have it delivered/mailed to: 250 Bridletowne Circle,
Unit #10, Scarborough, Ontario M1W 2G8 to the
attention of “Mail Link”;

To submit your creations for
publication in The
Young Crimson, contact:

• Along with your letter, please include your contact
information (including address, phone number and/or
email address);

youngcrimson@tamilweek.com

• Letter needs to be delivered/mailed no later than the
last day of each month;
• Your letters will be sent through people travelling to
that Region or via other means;

To place community and
non profit organization news
submit by email to:

• The Administrators of Senthalir Illam will find a
friend to respond to you with whom you will continue
to correspond on a one on one basis;

tamilweek@tamilweek.com

Panangkai Panniyaram Palmyrah Fruit Sweets

• Responses will be either mailed or delivered to you;

The program commenced in April 2005 with 15 kids
from Canada writing letters to the children residing at
Senthalir Illam (Tender Sprout Home), a home for
orphaned children and/or children with one parent
and/or children living in extreme poverty.

• We encourage you to write as many letters as
possible though a response may not be as frequent due
to the poor mail service at the other end;
If you have questions please contact
Thanja at 416-497-0885.
Email: tsothirajah@yahoo.ca

Senthalir Illam which is located in Mullaitivu was not
only completely destroyed by the Tsunami that
occurred on December 26, 2004 but also lost many of
(Continued from page 1)

Ingredients:
Fully ripened Palmyrah fruits- 2
Sugar-250grams
Salt-to taste
Thick coconut milk-1/2 cup
White coconut oil or vegetable oil-1 bottle to fry
Steamed wheat flour-250grams
Method:
Bake the Palmyrah fruits in a very low fire or grill.
When cool, wash the fruits and remove the skin.
Break the fruit and take the seeds, and sprinkle in
little water and squeeze out the juice. Similarly
squeeze all the seeds. Then put the juice on a muslin
cloth and squeeze. Thus the pieces of husks are removed and clear puree/juice is obtained. Now add
the steamed wheat flour, coconut milk, sugar, salt
with the juice and mix well. The batter should be
thick enough that could fall from the fingers when
dropped. Heat the oil in a deep frying pan, when the
oil is boiling, take some batter in the fingers and
drop little by little in the oil. The dropped batter will
blow and get fried. Turn them with frying spoon
now and then. When they turn to a yellowish red
colour, collect and put them on a strainer. When
drained, spread them on a piece of paper to take off
the oil.
Bottled Palmyrah puree is available in most Tamil Sri Lankan/Asian and Indian Food Stores.
Bon Apetit!

Tamil Nadu Politicians …...

DMK, Congress, PMK, Dravidar Kazhagam, CPI, CPM
and Indian Union Muslim League, the constituents of
the coalition expressed concern over the death of innocents in Sri Lanka. They also urged for rotection of the
lives of Indian fishermen venturing into the Gulf of
Mannar for their livelihood.
Chief Minister M Karunanidhi refused to elaborate on
the kind of initiative the DPA expects the central government in New Delhi to take. “Whatever the Centre
does in this regard, will be acceptable to us.” Analysts
say Mr. Karunanidhi is hesitant to exert any kind of
pressure on the UPA government at the Central Government in New Delhi in which all the DPA constituents are partners.
Earlier, the MDMK and PMK had asked the Centre to
send a delegation of MPs to Sri Lanka to study the
ground reality. Inaugurating a demonstration organised by the Tamil Eelam Liberation Supporters Coordination Council in Madurai on Friday June 16th, MDMK
Chief Vaiko said that Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
should take steps to meet the Sri Lankan Tamil MPs to
get their views.
PMK pulled out of the demonstration at the last minute. However PMK founder Dr S Ramadoss, in a statement, said that some countries, which were making a
hue and cry over human rights violations else where,
were "silent on such violations in Sri Lanka".
"India cannot be like that countries. It should help Sri
Lankan Tamils, by stopping the human rights violations. India should take an initiative to fulfill the aspirations of Sri Lankan Tamils, like it did in Nepal", he
said.
Tamil actor and first-time legislator Vijayakanth too
has urged New Delhi to move Sri Lankan Tamils to

safety in India on humanitarian grounds.
"The Sri Lankan Tamils are orphans," Vijayakanth said
in a statement, adding that his Desiya Murpokku Dravida Kazhagam would resort to an agitation if the government did not come to their aid.
He said India was duty-bound to tell Sri Lanka to stop
killing its own people.
He said it was Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru assisted in the movement of Tamils to safety by sending a
ship in the aftermath of the 1958 riots. He also recalled
the assistance provided after the 1983 riots. Vijayakanth emphasized that "the Tamil refugees have to
undertake hazardous sea crossings, and facing possible
death if they are caught between the navies of the two
countries". Mentioning safety he said "state should not
support an inhuman policy that allows women and
children to die at sea".
Adding further he also said "If India has strengthened
coastal security, it should be able to filter out the terrorists."
Last week, Dravidar Kazhagam president K.Veeramani
flayed the bombing of Tamil areas by the Sri Lankan
Armed Forces and urged the Centre to take up the issue
immediately with the Sri Lankan Government to find
an amicable solution. In a statement, he said if the
Government of India assisted the Sri Lankan Government in any form, it would escalate tension in the island. And Mr. Veeramani commended Chief Minister
M. Karunanidhi's stand on the issue.
Bharatiya Janata Party State general secretary H.Raja
urged the Centre and the State Government to act
quickly to ensure that the escalation of conflict in the
island did not lead to tension in Tamil Nadu.
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News-Features

“Taming the Tigers” and
“Targeting Tamils in Sri Lanka”

Full Text of President Mahinda Rajapakse’s Article:

Taming the Tigers By President Mahinda Rajapakse

By Sri Haran

A Response published in the Asian Wall Street Journal of June 7, 2006, to
President Mahinda Rajapakse’s Op-ed Article of June 1, 2006:
In regard to Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapakse’s letter (”Taming the Tigers,”
Editorial page, June 1), we reject his claim that he is not a “hawk” on Sri Lanka’s
ethnic conflict, and that he is a man of peace who has shown “tremendous
restraint.” The reality is the exact opposite.
We demand an independent, international investigation of the ongoing killings of
hundreds of Tamil civilians by the president’s security forces and paramilitaries, as
recommended on May 23 by the United Nations’ High Commissioner for Human
Rights. We also request that the Bush Administration press for such an
investigation.
In recent weeks alone, over 300 Tamil civilians — including women and children
— have been murdered with impunity in government-controlled areas of the
predominantly Tamil-speaking Northeast. Two weeks ago, nearly 20 Tamil
residents were murdered one night in the village of Allaipitty.
A counterinsurgency policy of state terror is in place in the Northeast. Even
international non-government organizations helping Tamils have recently become
targets. The involvement of members of the state armed forces (who are 99%
Sinhalese) and their paramilitaries in the killings has been confirmed by
Scandinavian Cease Fire Monitors, Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch. The State Department’s 2005 human rights report noted numerous alleged
reports of armed paramilitary groups linked to the government participating in
armed attacks.
Under the terms of the Cease Fire Agreement of 2002, the government should
have disarmed its paramilitary troops. President Rajapakse’s failure to meet this
commitment is currently the biggest threat to the peace process.
While the above-mentioned organizations have all called for independent
investigations of the killings, police investigations to date have either stalled or
turned into cover-ups. This is hardly surprising since the police, like the security
forces, are almost all Sinhalese.
President Rajapakse has ruled out any power-sharing between Sri Lanka’s
Sinhalese majority and Tamil minority. He has killed any hope for autonomy for
the Tamil homeland in the Northeast. It was Mr. Rajapakse and his hard-line
Sinhalese chauvinist allies who killed the U.S.-sponsored scheme for distribution
of humanitarian tsunami aid to Tamil-speaking people in the Northeast, who
suffered 60% of Sri Lanka’s tsunami damage.
We challenge President Rajapakse to immediately arrange for an expeditious,
international investigation of at least some of the more prominent murders,
beginning with the Allaipitty massacre. The murders of former Foreign Minister
Kadirgamar (an ethnic Tamil), senior parliamentarian Joseph Parajasingham (who
was murdered in a Catholic cathedral last Christmas eve), and Sivaram (an
internationally known journalist) should also be investigated immediately.
Sri Haran
President, Association of Tamils of Sri Lanka in the USA
Chester, New Jersey.

In Sri Lanka, the terrorists who first
brought suicide bombing to the world are
intensifying their reign of terror. Despite a
cease-fire, recent weeks have seen a series
of brutal atrocities perpetrated by the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam,
popularly known as the Tamil Tigers.
In April, a pregnant suicide bomber blew
herself up in the heart of our capital
Colombo, killing not only her unborn
child but also several civilians. That’s
typical of the callous disregard for the
lives of even our youngest citizens
displayed by the Tamil Tigers, which has
press-ganged thousands of children into
its ranks.
Again and again, they have tried to
provoke a civil war between the island’s
different religious groups. Christians have
been assassinated in church during
Christmas mass. Good Friday this year
was marred by violence. Most recently,
t he T am il Ti gers at tacke d a
ship carrying 700 unarmed troops
together with international cease-fire
monitors on May 11, the eve of one of the
most sacred dates in our calendar, when
Sri Lanka’s Buddhist-majority were
celebrating the 2,550th anniversary of the
birth of Buddha.
The Tamil Tigers’ strategy is to take
control of the sea off the areas they
control in northern and eastern Sri Lanka.
Displaying a contemptuous regard for
world opinion, the Tamil Tigers even
warned the international monitors that
they had the right to attack any vessel
which passes through their waters. That
alone makes it abundantly clear that the
Tamil Tigers are no longer interested in
pursuing the peace process. Instead, they
seek to foment intercommunal strife
through unprovoked acts of aggression, in
order to boost their support among the
Tamil community and raise further funds
from exiles.
But the Tamil Tigers’ attempts to foment
intercommunal strife have foundered in
the face of the tremendous restraint
shown by the people of Sri Lanka,
including our security forces. We have not
fallen into the trap of venting our
frustration through reprisals against Tamil
civilians. And the May 11 attack, which
might have provoked such reprisals if it
had led to major loss of life, was
successfully repelled by our navy.
That has left the Tamil Tigers resorting to
the lamest of excuses to avoid resuming
negotiations with my government. Their
leaders even accuse us of not disarming
their own rebel faction, who recently
launched attacks on the Tamil Tigers’
leadership. Having initially insisted these
divisions were its own internal affair, the
embattled Tigers now want the
government’s help.
Un f ortunate ly t he internati onal
community has been slow to recognize the
seriousness of the situation. Never let it be
forgotten that the world’s failure to help

"Wisdom and glory of the great are reflected in the scriptures of their land" [Thirukkurall 28]

Despite my critics’ attempts to portray me
as a hawk, I have shown by my actions
since taking office that I am far from a
warmonger. My government has shown
enormous restraint in the face of thee
repeated provocations. I am a man of
peace. I do not believe in war as a
solution to the Sri Lankan situation and I
am committed to walk the extra mile to
achieve peace.
However I can not accomplish this task
alone. So I call on friends of democracy
everywhere to do their utmost to assist Sri
Lanka’s democracy—and the Tamil people
themselves—to face up to the terrorist
threat and advance human rights, dignity
and pluralism throughout Sri Lanka.

humanityashore.org

humanityashore.org

Martin Grove & Albion

While I welcome the condemnations of
the Tamil Tigers’ recent atrocities from
the United States and European Union, as
well as our international cease-fire
monitors, words alone are not enough.
Some countries took far too long to
appreciate the true nature of the Tamil
Tigers as a terrorist organization, Canada,
for instance, only banned the Tamil Tigers
earlier this year. And although the
European Union last year imposed a travel
ban on Tamil Tigers’ leaders, it only this
week imposed a full-scale ban. I urge
other countries to follow suit, particularly
those in the Middle East, where many
Tamil expatriates work and are often
forced to illegally donate funds to the
Tamil Tigers. These citizens are extorted
by Tamil Tigers’ agents in their
workplaces, who beat up workers who
refuse to make regular contributions from
their wages.
Foreign governments could do more to
crackdown on the Tamil Tigers’ illegal
purchase of weapons from places such as
Afghanistan and East European and
Central Asian republics, as well as their
arms-smuggling operations through
Thailand. They could also condemn more
strongly the Tamil Tigers’ repeated
massacres of innocent villagers. The
enforcement of proposals already before
the U.N. Security Council for sanctions
against organizations such as the Tamil
Tigers, that force children to carry arms,
would be a good first step.

"The purest mind has no cunning
thoughts"
- Veellaikku illai kallach
chinthai - Avvaiyar

"The seas, sources of clouds, lose their
depth and richness in the absence of
rains" - [Thirukkural 17]

3 bedrooms Townhouse
Excellent condition
Close to TTC, School &
Shopping

The Tamil Tigers have long been
exporting terror to other countries. They
were responsible for assassinating former
Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in
1991, and have been training and
supplying terrorists from northern India to
Nepal, as well as engaging in gun-running
in Thailand. In today’s global war on
terror, every terrorist is a threat to the
world as a whole, and our struggle against
the Tamil Tigers should be seen in this
context.

In Kallappadu,
near Mullaitivu

Firewood seller in Vavuniya,
on A9 , Jaffna-Kandy highway

Betel Nut tree, in
Kantharmadam, Jaffna

combat the first suicide bombings in Sri
Lanka in the late 1980s and early 1990s
allowed the tactic to grow into a popular
technique, now copied by other terror
groups around the world, which poses a
threat to almost every major city.

$189,000
Buy with 0% DOWN
Logan Velumailum
Broker

416-410-1620

Exceptional Real
Estate Services
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Interview with N.R. Narayana Murthy of Infosis:
“Entrepreneurship is all about courage”
The following is a transcript of Nayan
Chanda’s interview with Infosys founder,
N.R. Narayana Murthy, conducted on
April 28, 2006. Murthy analyzes factors
required for success in the global market. He founded Infosys in 1981 with
six software professionals, and now
serves as the chairman and chief mentor for the firm. Since 1981, the firm
has become one of the most innovative
in the world, providing advice to companies in all sectors. – YaleGlobal

Nayan Chanda: We have with us in the
studio Mr. Narayana Murthy. He is the
founder and mentor-in-chief of Infosys,
India’s second largest software company.
Infosys was founded in 1981 with capital
of $250, and today market capitalization
is about $22 billion. Mr. Murthy,
welcome.
N.R. Narayan Murthy: Thank you very
much.
Chanda: It is a great pleasure to have you
on our campus and to answer some
questions about the developments in
India. First of all, Infosys has become an
iconic institution in India. In the course of
a very short time, it has risen to the top.
How do you account for this meteoric rise
of Infosys in the context of India?
Murthy: Well, you’re right. We celebrate
our 25th year this year. On 2 July of
2006, we will have completed 25 years.
First of all, I must say that God has been
very kind to us because, as Louis Pasteur
once said, that when God decides to
announce his presence, he comes in the
form of chance. Having accepted that, let
me say this, right from day one, when we
founded the company, when we sat for
four hours to discuss what we should seek
in this journey, we were all unanimous
that we would seek respect. We would
seek respect from customers, from our
employees, from our investors, from our
lender departments, from the government
and from the society. And we said, if we
seek respect from each of these
stakeholders, we will do the right thing
for them. And if we do the right thing for
them, then everything will fall into place.
So I’m happy that the company has not
swerved from that part of taking respect
right from day one to now. And that is
perhaps the reason we have had what
little success we have had so far.

Chanda: But in 1981, India was not at all
friendly to enterprise, from the type of
place you set up. From what I recall, you
had difficulty getting your first computer,
getting your first telephone line. And how
do you work on those obstacles?

today, we have about 52,000 employees.
We have about 55,000 known networks.
We have to train about 20,000 people in
a year. You know, we have recruited 300
students, people from the colleges in the
US.

Murthy: Well, you know that
entrepreneurship is all about courage, it’s
all about thinking about a powerful idea
and then converting it into wealth. When
we founded the company in 1981, we had
tremendous friction to business. But there
were two important paradigm changes
taking place at that time. First, of course,
there was the PC revolution. Microsoft
had started in 1976. Many computers and
super min-computers had come into
existence. Borland was about to announce
the first 100,000 software –

Now we are taking them for a nine-month
long training program. It’s the first time
in the history of India that a set of 300
employees who will work in the US are
going to India for a training of nine
months. So scalability is another
challenge. Third, I think the ability to
work in multicultural teams is another
important challenge. Fourth, we need to
create better infrastructure in the cities,
because that’s where all our operations
are. Fifth, I’d say we have to enhance our
brand equity, we because we have to get
to more and more get hundreds-of
millions-dollar projects, maybe a billion
dollars or more for outsourcing projects,
etc.

In other words, we realized that the
power of software would be unleashed in
the years to come, and number two, that
software would become more and more
demanded because the cost was going
down and people were realizing the
power of software. That was the first
paradigm. The second is the paradigm of
globalization. I define globalization as
sourcing capital from where it cheapest,
sourcing talent from where it is best
available, producing where it is most cost
effective and selling where the markets
are without being constrained by national
boundaries.
Now, this we realized was a unique
opportunity for countries like India, to
release the power of the availability of
English-speaking technical talent to
produce powerful software for the global
market. And thanks to these two
paradigms, I think, Infosys took off,
though the first ten years we had
tremendous friction to business. And
thanks to the economic reforms of 1991,
Infosys took off from 1992. Just to give
you a data point, between 1981 to 1992,
we grew our revenues from $130,000 in
1981-1982 to about $1.6 million in 1992,
but from between 1992 and 2006 we
went from $1.6 million to $2.15 billion.
In other words, we grew by a factor of
approximately 1300 times in the second
half, that is the last twelve, thirteen years,
as against 10 times in the first ten years.
Chanda: In fact, you mentioned the 1991
reform. The 1991 crisis in March 1991,
India was left with a total foreign reserve
of $1.2 billion, which is worth two weeks
of imports, and that’s exactly the amount
you’re worth today, yourself, according to
Forbes magazine. And so it shows the
kind of journey that you have made in
these 25 years. And the question is, apart
from the availability of Indian technical
talent, apart from the existence of
markets, you needed something to link
the markets to the Indian technical talent.
And from what I recall, you initially took
your engineers to the client site as well as
what is called body shopping. And that
kind of model changed with the
availability of satellites and then fiber
optics, am I right?
Murthy: You’re right, because in the
beginning, we had no access to data
communication lines. It took us a year for
us to get a telephone line. It would take
us two years, to get a license from Delhi
to import a computer worth $50,000. In
other words, everything was stacked
against us. So we realized that if we want
to have a growing business, then it was
best if the talented teams of Infosys went
to customers’ offices, to give the software
to them, install it in support of them,
rather than doing it from India.
But you know, I must say all of that
changed in a dramatic manner with the
economic reforms of 1991, because Dr.
Manmohan Singh, at that time the
finance minister and now the prime
minister, he did a few things that were

remarkable: One, he removed licensing,
which meant that we did not have to go
to Delhi and wait in the corridors to
import anything. Today, government is
not a bottleneck. It’s just we have to
finalize what we want to buy and we buy
quickly. Second, we introduced current
accounts convertibility. Until 1991, we
couldn’t set up offices abroad, we couldn’t
travel easily, we could not hire
consultants and quality brand equity from
abroad, etc. All of that got changed when
he introduced current accounts
convertibility. Third, he abolished the
office of the comptroller of capital issue.
This was an officer who determined at
what price we would have our IT loan.
And this officer had no idea of capital
markets. And he would rarely allow you
to list your stock at anything better than
your par value, which meant there was
very little incentive for entrepreneurs to
list because then you would use so much
of equity and raise so little funds. On the
other hand, Dr. Manmohan Singh said,
“Look you can decide the price at which
you want to have your IT loan in
consolidation with your investment
banker, then officers realized we would
get the fair price from the market – the
market’s world was going to be the
determinant – and that was another
important thing he did to encourage
entrepreneurship.
And finally, he allowed 100 percent
equity for multinationals. IBM and CocaCola had walked out of India in 1977,
and when he allowed these companies to
have 100 percent equity, then what
happened was, we had tremendous
competition in India, not so much for
market, because the market hardly
existed, but for talent, and because there
was tremendous competition for talent in
India and these multinationals had great
names, prestige, a lot of money, etc, we
had to fight for talent in competition
against these great multinationals, and
that’s exactly what made India’s
companies stronger because that’s when
we realized that we had to create a good
infrastructure, we had to give good
salaries, we had to give a good work
environment, if we want to attract good
people. So I would say that these are the
four things that India did.
Chanda: Since India has now become the
leader of outsourcing in the world, what
are the challenges you see for Infosys in
maintaining its tradition?
Murthy: Well, there are many, many
challenges. First, we have to move up the
value chain, which means you have to
enhance per capita productivity. I always
say that just as the per capita GDP is a
good index of the development of a
nation, per capita productivity is a good
index of the growth of a corporation. So
we had to enhance per capita
productivity. To do that we had to
become more and more relevant to our
customers’ businesses and we had to have
greater and greater impact on that –
which means we have to learn to provide
more and more end-to-end business
solutions, innovative technology. In other
words, we have to do more consulting,
we have to do more business assistance
integration, etc. Second, we have to
handle scalability, scalability in terms of
the number of customers, scalability in
terms of the number of employees,
scalability in terms of physical
infrastructure,
techn ol ogi cal
infrastructure, etc, etc. For example,

Chanda: Because so far, India – Infosys is
somewhat apart – but a lot of other IT
companies are using basically cheap labor
– educated cheap labor – to leverage
India. Is that sustainable?
Murthy: No, I have a slightly different
view on that. At that end of the day,
business is all about bringing better value
to money. As economists say, price is
what you pay and value is what you get.
So if for a dollar, we can give our
customers better value for money. One
way of looking at it is better value for
money and another way of looking at is it
is cheaper. So be it. As long as we are
able to satisfy our customers’ needs better
and better and better, it doesn’t matter.
So, I don’t look at it as providing things
cheap, I look at as providing better value
for money.
Chanda: No, what I meant was that, that
cheap labor, other countries could offer as
well.
Murthy: No, I think India has some
unique advantages. We are a nation of a
billion people. We produce anywhere
from 3.5 to 4 million graduates every
year. We produce 450,000 engineers. We
produce about 300,000 master’s IT and
applications graduates. And all of that is
getting enhanced year after year after
year. And at the end of the day, let’s
remember, if we have to solve the
problem of poverty in India, the only way
we can do that is by creating more and
more jobs. And if you want to create more
and more jobs with good disposable
income, then you need to expand in
sectors like this.
Chanda: But there again the population
of India, especially in the villages, and the
education is still very poor, still 40
percent illiterate. So what do you see
looking down from your own IT domain,
for India as a whole, what do you think
should be India’s strategy?
Murthy: Well, you know, I believe we
have to do more of many things. We have
to expand the software industry because
there is considerable opportunity in the
global market. Second, we have to focus
on low-tech manufacturing because that’s
how we can create a large number of jobs
for the masses of Indians who are semiliterate or in some cases illiterate. So, we
have to focus on low-tech manufacturing
and create anywhere from 10 to 15
million jobs per year for the next 10
years. And that cannot be done by the
software industry alone, it has to be done,
reinforced by focusing on low-tech
manufacturing.
Chanda: Your company has moved to
China. What is happening with China,
what are you doing there?

(Continued on page 5)
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CEO of IBM, he talks about MNCs being
replaced by new model which he calls
globally integrated enterprises. And is this
a trend that you see from your perspective
going to touch other sectors of industry?

(Continued from page 4)

Interview with N.R. Narayana
Murthy …
Murthy: Well, you know, if you want to be
a high-aspiration corporation today, if you
want to be in the top five in any sector of
the economy – for example in the
software services, we are in the top five in
the world, you have to have a presence in
China for multiple reasons. One, China is
a fast growing market. It is growing at 10
percent or so. There are lots of things
happening out there. So, we have to have
presence there. Second, like India, China
too has a large population. There is good
technical talent out there. And as we keep
growing in revenue, we have to leverage
the talent in China. Third, there is a large
Chinese diaspora in East Asia and
Southeast Asia etc. And Japan is very
near. So you can service Japanese clients
from the northern part of China. So
looking at all these things, I think China is
an important piece in the jigsaw puzzle.
Chanda: The rapid growth of outsourcing
is very good news for a country like India
or China. But one sees an increasing
concern in Europe and the US about
white-collar jobs leaving the country and
going outside. Do you see that this could
be a drag on your business?
Murthy: You know my view is that people
in glass houses should not throw stones at
others. After all, what we are doing is
what we were preached to do by the rest
of the nations. My European friends, my
American friends, told me umpteen times
in the 1980s how India should become
more and more open, how India should
open up its borders, how India should
reduce its tariffs, how India should allow
competition from multinationals, etc. I
agreed with all of them. All we’ve been
doing is implementing the ideas that they
have been propounding. So, at this point
in time, just because the shoe pinches a
little bit, I don’t think we should go back
on those principles.
So my view is, at the end of that day is
that we’re making corporations in the US,
in Europe, in Japan, in other countries,
more competitive, not just for selling in
their own countries, but in other
countries. So just as we accepted
liberalization, just as we opened up our
borders, I believe that western nations,
too, would gain from such open access.
Chanda: Globalization has become a very
contested word. A lot of people are
turning anti-globalization. To me, India
seems to be one of the more proglobalization countries, is that right?

Murthy: Absolutely, absolutely. For
example, I think since Excel, we have a
program called M3 +, Infosys phase two.
And what they’re trying to do is bring the
power of globalization, that globally
integrated model into areas outside just
software – accounting, systems
integration, equity research, customer
service. In all these areas, we are bringing
the power of globalization. We are
liberating the strength of talent in India.
Now, for example, a friend of mine is
starting an enterprise to maintain aircraft.
He thinks that India will be the right place
to maintain aircraft, where people can get
the best value for money. And aircraft
from all over, Asia, perhaps from some
parts of Europe and the US, too, could be
maintained from India or from some other
part of the world too – but focused from
the talent available from India.
Chanda: And that’s one of the things that I
think Infosys has done, not just write
codes, but for business purposes, but
many other industrial operations, they are
coming to you for solutions to their
problems.
Murthy: Sure.
Chanda: So your employees include not
just code writers, but experts from other
fields.
Murthy: Oh yes. Because if we want to
become more and more relevant to
customers’ businesses, if we want to have
greater and greater impact in the areas of
business relevance, then we have to be the
main expert. We have to understand the
business of the customer. So our focus has
been to enhance the market readiness of
our people in the domain knowledge. In
fact, we have several initiatives in this
area. We encourage our people to get
certified by industry associations at
different levels. For example, we have
retail 101, retail 201, retail 301, banking
101, etc, etc. We do it so our people, over
a period of time, have become more and
more business domain knowledge-ready.
Chanda: You have become more and more
of a consulting company –
Murthy: Absolutely.
Chanda: – than just a software provider.
Well, Mr. Murthy, thank you so much for
your time.
Murthy: Thank you, thank you.

Murthy: I would think so. Because,
remember that we have a coalition
government, which is supported by
communists. Now in spite of that, our
government has made many, many moves
forward. We increased foreign holding in
the banking sector to 74 percent. We
introduced foreign participation in the
weakest sector. We have liberalized in the
civil aviation sector. So in many areas we
have brought in liberalization. So when
you do it in the context of the coalition
government, supported by the
communists, I think it’s not a bad record.
Chanda: And finally, the outsourcing
which started as essentially software
services or back-office work sent outside
of western Europe and America, is now
becoming a global model. I just read an
article in “Foreign Affairs” by the former

Download Tamil
film songs `legally'

Top jobs for
working moms

According to CareerBuilder.com’s
annual Mother’s Day survey, one-infour working moms say they are
dissatisfied with their work/life
balance, and 52 percent say they
are willing to take a pay cut to
spend more time with their children.

Harris Jeyaraj and `Chiyaan' Vikram
clicked the mouse to download
`Paartha Mudhal' from Vettaiyaadu
Vilaiyaadu from the Internet, secure
in the knowledge that the police
weren't going to bust them in this
particular instance.

There are jobs, however, that afford
working moms the flexibility they
need to effectively balance their
work and home responsibilities,
consider these 10.

That was because they were doing it
at the launch of Galatta.com's online
music downloads channel, held at
Sathyam Cinemas. The charge for
that particular song was Rs.15, but
considering that they were the chief
guests at the event, Shakthi Girish of
Galatta.com laughed and indicated
that she'd waive the fee just this
once.

Writer – One of the most
telecommute-friendly jobs out
there.
Architect – One-in-five architects
are self-employed – about three
times the national average for all
professional occupations.
Retail salesperson – Think flexible
hours, part-time opportunities and
store discounts.
Physician – Opening a private
practice means setting your own
hours.
Computer software engineer – This
in-demand job offers good
telecommuting opportunities.
Personal shopper – Get paid for
running errands on a flexible
schedule.
Photographer – About half of
photographers are self-employed.
Teacher – You and your kids will
have the same schedule.
Financial adviser – This job lends
itself well to compressed work
weeks or job sharing.
Hairstylist – Flexible and part-time
schedules are plentiful.

The buzzword for this particular
project is `legal'. The portal has a
database of about 10,000 Tamil
songs, approved by the music
producers and legal owners and
endorsed by the South Indian Music
Companies Association (SIMCA).
Chief Operating Officer of
Galatta.com Girish Ramdas said that
they would gradually include music
of other South Indian languages in
their database. Mr. Ramdas said they
would concentrate on popularising
legal downloads He added that the
revenue potential of Tamil music is
estimated to make Rs.10 crore on
downloads alone by the end of next
year.
You can buy a single song to
download, priced between Rs.12 and
Rs.15 a song.

Indian National Security Advisor
traveling Chennai to discuss concerns
regarding Sri Lanka situation

N

ational Security Adviser M K
Narayanan is anticipated to travel
to Chennai in the next few days as
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s
representative.
In a statement on Tuesday June 20th,
chief minister M Karunanidhi said the
Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, has
assured him that a federal government
representative will visit Chennai to
discuss Tamil Nadu's concerns on the
fragile situation in Sri lanka. According
to news reports, this representative is
currently India’s National Security
Advisor, M K Narayanan.
M K Narayanan, formerly
India’s
Intelligence Bureau chief, assumed
duties as the National Security Advisor
following the death of J N Dixit in
Ja nua r y 2005 . J.N . Di xi t wa s
Ambassador in Colombo during the
IPKF period.
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In the aftermath of the July 1983 riots
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi sent her
trusted lieutenant P.V. Narasima Rao
directly to Colombo. After two decades,
and a sea of change in Tamil political
dynamics, the Indian Government
seems to be acting cautiously.
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In an emergency meeting on June 19th ,
the ruling DMK government and six of
its alliance parties had expressed
concern over the death of innocent
people in Sri Lanka, leading to an influx
of refugees into Tamil Nadu.
They had asked the Indian government
to take necessary steps to restore peace
in the Island nation.
Mr Karunanidhi had suggested that
India could help re-start the stalled
peace talks between Sri Lankan
government and the separatist Tamil
Tiger rebels.
Meanwhile, former Tamil Nadu Chief
Minister and leader of the main
opposition AIADMK, J Jayalalithaa, has
asked the federal government to take
immediate steps to restore peace in Sri
Lanka.
AIADMK Supremo, J Jayalalithaa In a
statement, expressed "anguish over the
killing of innocent people in the fight
between the Sri Lankan army and the
LTTE".
She said the fighting, resulting in the
influx of Tamil refugees to India, was
causing "a lot of mental agony to the
people in India".
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Sri Lanka: Lost in the …
conflict. If we, in fact have entered another bloody phase of the conflict, our
chances of getting out of the prevailing
sorry state of affairs in the country is the
foreseeable future can only be described
as very slim. Given our addiction to an
extreme form of populist politics, even
without a debilitating conflict, it would
not have been easy to sort out the mess.
Now with the conflict raging again, the
country’s future appears to be extremely
bleak.
We know very well why the country
came to be engaged in a violent ethnic
conflict but the country’s political leaders did not bother to recognize and address its root causes. We know for certain that past policy failures contributed
to worsening ethnic relations in the
country but no concerted effort was
made to rectify them. Populist politicians
became so arrogant that they did everything to marginalize public servants,
intellectuals, professionals, etc. They
established almost total domination over
the state-run media institutions. The
media personnel have to obey their masters if they were to remain in employment. Media professionalism soon became a historical fact. The result is a
lopsided dominant public discourse,
irrespective of the party in power.
Sri Lankan society has succumbed to the
pressures of the twin phenomena of the
ethnic war and the unregulated open
economy. Conspicuous consumption,
made possible by a liberalized economy,
became too tempting to almost everybody from the President of the country
downwards. Increasing economic pressures flushed out hundreds of thousands
of men and women belonging to low
and middle strata of society; they found
more lucrative employment in the Middle East and elsewhere. These workers
began to send in remittances that have
since then kept the trade gap within
tolerable limits. Successive governments
that adopted increasingly liberal economic policies have been rewarded by
the developed country trading partners
by increasing “development assistance”.
Availability of foreign exchange ensured
increasing imports of both basic commodities as well as luxury goods demanded by an expanding urban elite.
Higher income groups not only found
more income earning opportunities but
also ways of disposing of their new
found wealth that set them clearly apart
from the ordinary people. Luxury housing, expensive cars, leisure travel, international education for their children,
exclusive medical treatment in wellequipped private hospitals, acquisition of
expensive household gadgets, dining in

Amnesty International
urges to uphold
humanitarian law

T

he International Human Rights
Organization Amnesty International has issued a statement condemning the killing of civilians in the Claymore mine attack in Anuradhapura district.
The attack on the crowded bus occurred
near the town of Kebitigollewa at
around 7:30 a.m. local time, when
many villagers were traveling to work
and school. It is the deadliest attack on
civilians since a ceasefire agreement
was reached between the government
and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in 2002.
Amnesty has urged all parties to the
conflict to uphold their obligations under international law and hold the

6
sleek restaurants, etc. Such consumption
patterns are constantly displayed in the
media, by way of powerful advertisements. People who are exposed to such
advertisements often look for opportunities to engage in such consumption.
Those who cannot earn enough money
by legitimate means resort to all sorts of
illicit activities such as illegal migration,
burglaries, bribery, extortion, drug peddling, production and sale of illicit alcohol and smuggling of goods. Those who
are placed in positions of authority such
as politicians, law enforcement officers,
public servants, professionals, etc have
enough opportunities to make money if
they wish to do so. Newspapers have
been full of reports in recent years about
abuse of power for personal gain by
high-ranking politicians and others mentioned above. Yet, given the fact that
prospects of detection and prosecution
appear to be slim due to various reasons,
the trends continue to remain strong. On
the other hand, political parties continue
to field corrupt politicians as candidates
at national and local elections and the
people usually return them with large
majorities.
It is obvious that there is a clear deterioration of standards in politics. This development is no doubt a reflexion of the
quality of the voting population as well.
It is true that educational levels of the
general population has increased over
the last few decades; yet the quality of
their education has declined as it is evident from declining levels of general
knowledge even among university
graduates. Instrumental value of education has replaced intrinsic value of education. Education no longer has a humanizing effect on children and youth.
Interpersonal relations among people
are so debased today that not only the
language used is increasingly violent and
aggressive but physical violence is common place even among the most educated youth in the country as is evident
from frequent violent clashes among
university students.
People have become so pragmatic in
their day-to-day lives that they seem to

accept the notion that “the ends justify
the means”, So if a politician offers personal benefits, such as Samurdhi handouts, employment, admission to schools,
members of their forces accountable for
human rights violations.
Text of Amnesty’s statement as follows:
“The government has blamed the LTTE
for the attack. The LTTE has, however,
denied responsibility and issued a statement condemning the incident. The Sri
Lanka Monitoring Mission (SLMM),
which is charged with monitoring alleged violations of the ceasefire agreement, has sent a team to investigate.
Earlier this month, on 6 June, a civilian
bus was hit by the simultaneous explosion of two Claymore mines outside the
Welisara navy base near Colombo, injuring the driver. The LTTE denied responsibility for that attack. The LTTE
have carried out a series of mine and
bomb attacks targeting members of the
Sri Lankan security forces in recent
months.
International humanitarian law, which

etc., whether the politician concerned is
corrupt, violent and uneducated is immaterial. A well-established University
professor is not an appealing candidate
to such voters.

So, the populist politicians have established a new social contract with the
general population unmediated by the
intelligensia, professional journalist, and
civil society organizations. Politicians
can ignore the latter groups, or try to
win them over to their side by offering
positions and other privileges. Some of
them, in fact join them, and use such
connections as a short cut to privilege.
Public institutions are naturally handed
over to them, leading to politicization of
such institutions and demoralization of
their professionally minded employees.
Patron-client politics thus becomes all
pervasive in society. Issues of development and public welfare are not addressed through a process of systematic
policy making. People are compelled to
find individual solutions to their problems. The growing demand for places in
privileged schools is not managed by
systematically reducing the gross inequalities within the education system.
Instead, all the energies and resources
are devoted to allocate such places to
prospective pupils on the basis of a bureaucratic procedure that naturally favours those who could manipulate the
system. Transport problems are not addressed through an integrated system of
public and private transport but by encouraging people to have their own private means of transport. Poor people are
kept on hand outs, delivered by a politically useful bureaucracy and no rational
policy framework is developed to facilitate the adoption of effective strategies
to wean the poor out of poverty.
The result of the adoption of populist
strategies is that the socio-economic
conditions in the country continue to
deteriorate. There is ample evidence
attesting to this fact. The first poverty
alleviation programme was launched
about 17years ago. Yet, the number of
poor families in the country has remained almost unchanged over the period. The real beneficiaries of poverty
alleviation efforts have been the nonpoor and poverty researchers. The situaapplies in situations of armed conflict,
prohibits attacks against civilians and
indiscriminate attacks. It requires that
at all times the parties to the conflict
distinguish between civilians and combatants.
There are reports that, following this
morning’s attack on the passenger bus,
the Sri Lankan armed forces have
launched air strikes on LTTE positions
in Sampur, Mullaitivu, and near Kilinochchi. Amnesty International is concerned that this response by the government may endanger civilians. International humanitarian law prohibits attacks which are indiscriminate or which
cause disproportionate loss of civilian
life.
In late April, in retaliation for a suicide
bomb attack that injured Army Commander Lt. Gen. Sarath Fonseka and
killed nine others, the government
launched air strikes on LTTE positions

tion is not any better in other spheres
such as education, health, transport and
law and order. People adversely affected
naturally look for some solace. Those
who offer instant solutions such as councilors, spiritual leaders, soothsayers and
faith healers have a field day.
Media is full of religious sermons and
other spiritual activities, but little on
science and critical thinking. The strong
connection between people and religion
encourages politicians to follow suit.
They join people to visit temples and
participate in religious rituals, almost as
if to demonstrate that politicians have
no power to solve people’s problems.
People and politician in Sri Lanka get
together to seek divine help to deal with
existential problems that in many secular democracies in the west as well as
the in the east have been effectively addressed by rational state intervention,
guided not by spiritual leaders, but by
scientists and professionals.
This is understandable given the fact
that most of our politicians today have
had no opportunity to elevate themselves above the intellectual level of the
average citizen of the country. So, it is
no wonder that they conduct themselves
in the same way as the ordinary people
in the country, constantly participating
in religions rituals, not in seminars,
workshops and critical discussions dealing with development and other issues.
Politicians who sit through an entire
religious ritual or a sermon usually have
no time to take part in a serious discussion involving scientists and professionals. When they are invited for a seminar,
they rush out after the inauguration
which is mostly a ritual involving the
lighting of the oil lamp, recitation of the
national anthem and a welcome address.
They naturally wish the participants best
of luck!
Populist politics leaves little or no room
for serious internal discussion and debate based on objective facts, visionary
thinking and professional inputs. Populist political leaders do not need such
deliberations, either to win elections or
to remain in power. So, why should one
bother? They are enough people, including so-called educated people who are
willing to justify and rationalize anything. The country remains poor and
under developed. Society becomes more
violent and disorganized. People’s problem remains unresolved. Yet, there is no
political party or a leader in sight with
the determination, commitment and a
vision to lead the country out of the present mess. The need of the hour may be
a new political movement to provide a
rationalist, social democratic alternative
to democratic populism that recognizes
no bottom-line for declining standards in
society. [DailyMirror]
around Sampur and nearby Ilakkantai
that resulted in the deaths of 15 civilians, according to the SLMM. The Office
of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that between
7,000 and 8,000 people fled from the
area, just south of Trincomalee town, in
the wake of the air strikes.
Increasing numbers of civilians are being caught up in escalating violence
sweeping the island. Amnesty International fears that a long-simmering, lowintensity conflict now threatens to explode, further exacerbating the human
rights crisis in Sri Lanka.
Amnesty International urges all parties
to the conflict to uphold their obligations under international law, and to
hold accountable those members of
their forces, including commanders,
who are responsible for violations of
human rights and of international humanitarian law.”
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The contribution of Buddhism
towards global peace

(Continued from page 1)

Statue of St. Anthony ….
devotees. The procession started at
dusk and ended in the night.
The feast started with the flag hoisting
on June 3rd 2006, at the St. Anthony's
Church. The St. Anthony's feast is celebrated on June 13 th all over Sri Lanka.
A lot of Non- Catholics believe in St.
Anthony.

By Bradman Weerakoon

I am conscious of the unique privilege
and blessing I have this Vesak Full
moon evening - the Buddha Poornima of addressing you, Brothers and Sisters
in the divine presence of Bhagawan Sri
Sathya Sai Baba whom we all follow the living-Avatar.

It's a rare occasion that the
St.Anthony's feast falls on a Tuesday,
which is St.Anthony's day

St.Anthony's Church in Kochchikade,
Colombo 13 celebrates its annual feast

Tonight in our country - Sri Lanka —
and in many lands where Buddhism is
practiced, in the homes of millions of
our people and in the public streets
through the lighting of countless
lamps, elaborately sculpted decorative
lanterns, the erection of colourful
‘pandals’ illustrating important events
in Lord Buddha’s life, and through the
offering of ‘dana’ of food and drink in
wayside dansalas and by a multitude of
pilgrims and devotees in pure white
dress thronging the temples, VESAK
Day — 2006, the 2550 anniversary of
the Birth, the Enlightenment and the
Passing away of the Blessed One is
being symbolized, commemorated and
celebrated with great joy and devotion
by our people.
Momentarily at least, we hope the guns
and bombs which disturb our joy and
peaceful contemplations, will be silent.
This drama, which is being today
played out so poignantly in Sri Lanka of a people grappling simultaneously
with the profound paradoxes of war
and peace (of conflict and harmonious
living) is not only of concern to our
country. It is a common challenge of all
humanity.

"I am a born Muslim. But I believe in
St.Anthony. I have been selling
"Pori" (which is offered to the
St.Anthony) for the past five years,
during the feast time. I come around
3.30pm to the spot on the feast day,
and start selling it.I earn a lot by the
time the feast is over. St.Anthony is
very powerful" says Mohamed Raheem
(42) of Colombo 12.

The flag hoisting of St.Anthony's
Church was held on June 03rd 2006

Devotees from Colombo and suburbs
participated in the annual feast
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Palmyrah Parfait

The Reverend Sisters and
Reverend Brothers are praying for
peace

St.Anthony's Mawatha in Colombo 13
was flocked by devotees

My purpose in touching on the
dilemmas which we have faced and
continue to face in Sri Lanka in
re ach ing a du rab le, ju s t an d
honourable peace is to provide a
platform for reflecting on the immense
potential and contribution that
Buddhism and today, the teachings of
the Bhagawan which so frilly
encompasses that message, can make
to global Peace.
I think we could all agree that the
concept of global peace must include
not only peace in the world but peace
and contentment within each nation,
each community, each family and
indeed in each individual. It is the
unique contention of Buddhism and
emphasized in the cultures of
particularly the Asian countries that
inner peace - the spiritual advancement
which gives a person freedom from
greed (Iobha), hatred (dwesha) and
delusion (maya) - is an absolutely
necessary condition to begin to think
about the welfare of others with
empathy, in a spirit of brotherhood and
in tranquility. Indeed this tenet of
Buddhism, and expressed eloquently in
so many of Swami’s sayings, have been
explicitly captured in the First Article
of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights which starts off.
“All human beings are born free and
equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowed with reason and conscience
and should act with one another in a
spirit of brotherhood”In this great land
of India - ‘Dambadiva to our countless
pilgrims’ - where the Buddha walked
and preached, and to Sri Lankans their
spiritual home, the epic story of the
Emperor Asoka converting to the
Dharma and to becoming Dharmasoka
- the prince of peace - after
experiencing the carnage and suffering
of the Kalinga war is a supreme
example of how a truly enlightened
individual, especially a leader of a

country can influence the choices
between peace and war.
In the modem age this choice can be a
crucially difficult task because conflicts
arise not so much between nation
states as within the boundaries of one
state. Such armed conflicts between
those who are virtually brothers and
sisters sharing the same land, resources
and culture introduce complex
dynamics different from those that
arise in the traditional wars between
States. Today reportedly there are 60
countries in which internal conflicts
keep burning at differing levels of
intensity. Dealing with such conflicts
which have sometimes caused great
loss of life and suffering requires great
patience, personal courage and
commitment. Fortunately we have
several good examples of such
leadership in several of the countries
represented here - Indonesia, Thailand
and Sri Lanka in recent times and from
elsewhere around the world. Once
again we find in the Buddha’s words,
and in Swami’s sayings, the profound
thought that ‘war begins in the heart of
man but that only in the mind of man
can the defences of peace be built’. A
concept being reflected lucidly in the
preamble of the Charter of the United
Nations.
Allow me to repeat at this point a small
but well known event from our nations
history that illustrates the important
contribution that Buddhism can make
to building peace in our time. It was
1951 and the occasion was the signing
of the Peace Treaty with Japan in San
Francisco at the end of the terribly
destructive Second World War.
Reparations or compensation for the
damage caused by Japan during its
aggression in Asia which included Sri
Lanka - then Ceylon - was the subject.
The victor nations were for imposing
the most onerous terms on Japan then
desperately poor and reeling from the
effects of the war and the atom bombs.
The young Finance Minister from
Cey lon, - the Honou rable J R
Jayewardene, later the country’s
President for many years, electrified
the gathering with his quotation from
the Dhammapada pleading for
compassion in the treatment of the
defeated country.
“Hatred ceases not by Hatred but by
Love” was his plea.
His words received sympathetic
consideration and Japan was relieved
o f c ri pp l in g an d h u m i l ia t in g
impositions. The action validated
another Truth embodied in the
Dh ammapad a, th at without
compassion
“Victory breeds hatred
defeated live in pain.”

and

the

Japan has never forgotten the
compassion — Karuna- extended to it
by Sri Lanka over 50 years ago. Japan
remains to this day our helpful friend.
The modem age we live in promises to
be the most complex and difficult, and
also the most exciting, millennium in
human history. The unparalleled
advance of science and technology has
given mankind the power to either
destroy itself or make our world a
veritable heaven of plenty and
contentment, peace and harmony
where all the world’s people can

(Continued on page 15)
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The roving Ambassador of Tamil
By Amudhan Adigal

Today, Tamil is one of the few Indian
languages taught in many universities of
the world. Scholars, who are not of Tamil
origin, have undertaken Tamil research.
International conferences on Tamil studies
are conducted frequently in many
countries. Tamil festivals are celebrated in
many parts. All this was possible, thanks
to the strenuous efforts by one individual:
Xavier S. Thaninayagam, a catholic priest
from Jaffna, who was professor and head
of Indian Studies, University of Malaysia,
from 1961 to 1969.
When Oriental scholars met in
Delhi in January 1964, Fr. Thaninayagam,
Prof. Kamil Zvelebil, a Czechoslovakian
scholar of Tamil studies, and Prof. V.I.
Subramaniam, former Vice-Chancellor,
Tamil University, and the present ProChancellor, Dravidian University,
convened a meeting of the Tamil scholars
(Indian, Sri Lankan and from other
countries). The International Association
for Tamil Research was born then and
there. The IATR organised the first
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International Tamil conference-cumseminar in 1966 in Kuala Lumpur.
Successive conferences were conducted in
Chennai, Paris, Jaffna,
Mauritius, Madurai, and
Thanjavur.
Fr. Thaninayagam,
hailed as the `Roving
Ambassador par excellence
of Tamil' even during his
lifetime, started learning
Tamil only when he was
32. Though a Tamil by
birth, he was more
interested in learning
European languages and
became fluent in English,
Latin, Italian, French,
German, Spanish and
Portuguese.
Thaninayagam,
born on August 12, 1913,
became a student of Tamil at the
Annamalai University in 1945. His M.
Litt. thesis on `Nature in ancient Tamil
Poetry' was praised as an excellent

We are the third angle: Vijayakanth
In its maiden election, Vijayakanth's new party DMDK, has positively utilised the
people's craving for an alternative political force in the State. Garnering good
share of votes in almost all the constituencies, DMDK has emerged the third
strong political group in the State.
Addressing mediamen at his residence recently, Vijayakanth, who has been
elected from Vridhachalam Assembly constituency, said, 'I thank the people
of Tamilnadu for coming out and voting in large numbers for our party, which
was started just a few months ago. Due credit should be give to my party cadre
and candidates who toiled hard to reach out to the masses'.

introduction to Sangam literature.
Immediately after his studies, he
undertook a world tour to give lectures on
Tamil language and
culture.
He visited Japan,
the U.S., Brazil, Peru,
Mexico, Ecuador, Chile
and Italy. In U.S. alone,
he gave 200 lectures in
one year.
Fr. Thaninayagam
founded `Tamil Culture'
in 1952, a quarterly
journal. Tamil culture
reached American and
European universities
and attracted scholars,
who started contributing
well-researched .
Zvelebil, Filliozat,
Andronov,
Emeneau,
Kuipper, Knowlton, Marr, Boxer and
Burrow are some of the scholars worth
mentioning.
When the publication was stopped in

PUDUKOTTAI : People from various walks
of life paid rich tributes to the services
rendered by Sri Lanka-born Tamil scholar
Taninayaga Adigal for the promotion of
Tamil language and literature, at a
function brought out jointly by the
Tirukkural Kazhagam and the Senior
Citizens Forum in Pudukottai recenlty.

Conveying his best wishes to DMK chief M Karunanidhi for securing a huge
victory, Vijayakanth said, 'several attempts by Chief Minister J Jayalalithaa to
retain power had led to her debacle'.
Known for his verbal duels with PMK founder Dr S Ramadoss, Vijayakanth
declined to comment on a question on whether he had succeeded in splitting the
vote bank of PMK in Villupuram district.
In this context he pointed out that
AIADMK had succeeded is braking the
myth that Chennai in DMK's bastion by
winning eight seats in the city.

The whole universe
un der st ood
t he
importance of Tamil
and its rich literary
content, thanks to
the efforts initiated
by late Caldwell.

Reiterating that his future course of
action would be decided only after
consulting his party men, the DMDK
president said, 'being the elected
representative, I would take up issues
affecting the common man at the
Assembly to the best of my abilities'.

Tamil formed the
base for the birth of
m any
l anguage s
including Malayalam,
Telugu, Kannadam
etc.

Stating that he would continue to act in spite of his entry to politics,
Vijayakanth said, 'I don't want to mix both'.
Urging people not to compare him with NTR or MGR, Vijayakanth said, at a
time when they contested elections, there weren't so many parties or alliances.
'Having made a good beginning, I am sure coming days would be hectic for me
and I am ready for the challenges'.

Other
scholar s
i n cl u din g
Pop e,
V e e r am a m u n i v ar ,
Taninayaga
Adigal
followed the footsteps of Caldwell in
propagating Tamil in various parts of the
world.

He played a key role in
conducting World Tamil
Conference in Kuala Lumpur
He said Taninayaga Adigal, who was born
in Sri Lanka and had his higher education
in Annamalai University, played a key-role
in conducting the World Tamil Conference
in Kuala Lumpur.
The Tamils should maintain their identity
irrespective of religious and caste
affiliations.
Tamil culture was being as hailed world

FOR LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:
Members of the Tirukkural Kazhagam and the
Senior Citizens Forum in Pudukottai paying floral
tributes to Taninayaga Adigal.

Amuthan Adigal, noted Tamil scholar of
the town, was also felicitated on the
occasion.

over and efforts should be taken to create
awareness among the younger generation
about the same, he added.

The president of the Senior Citizens
Forum, G. Ramayya, Seenu Sellappa, Raja
Mohamed and others offered felicitations.

A resolution adopted at the meeting
commended the state government for
making learning of Tamil compulsory in
schools.

Amuthan Adigal unveiled the portrait of
Taninayaga Adigal on the occasion.

newstodaynet.com
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Taninayaga Adigal's services remembered

The president of the Tirukkural
Kazhagam, P. Ramayya recalled the major
role played by foreign scholars-cumChristian Missionaries Caldwell and G. U.
Pope in developing this language.

'In just 13 districts our party managed secure over 20 lakh votes which is a
no mean achievement though we managed just a solitary seat, Vijayakanth said
and added, however, I expected more.'

1966, he started `Journal of Tamil
Studies'.
During his world tours, Fr.
Thaninayagam spent time in libraries
where he identified some rare
manuscripts as well as some first printed
books in Tamil: Cartilha (1556),
Tambiran Vanakkam (1578), Kirisitiani
Vanakkam (1579) and the first printed
Tami-Portuguese Dictionary, compiled by
Antam de Procenca.
Fr. Thaninayagam reprinted
Proenca's dictionary during the first
International Tamil Conference in Kuala
Lumpur, with an erudite introduction by
him.
His research topics included
architecture, education in ancient Tamil
Nadu, Tamil trade with foreign countries,
Tamils' emigration to Martinque and
Gaudalupe and landscape in ancient
Tamil poetry.
His worldwide contacts were
instrumental in getting generous funds
from the UNESCO for IITS.
Today, both the IATR and the IITTS are
living monuments to this great Tamil
scholar.

Hinduonnet

Deepa Mehta's "Water" opens in Sri Lanka
●By Dushiyanthini Kanagasabapathipillai

Award winning Canadian Director
Deepa Mehta's "Water" opened at the
Majestic Cinema in Bambalapitiya, Sri
Lanka on June 2nd 2006. It's a film
about the "widow houses" in India,
where the women are sent to spend
the rest of their lives., after their
husbands' deaths. Women of all ages
live here.
Water was filmed entirely in Sri
Lanka in 2004, in association with
Film Location Services (PVT) LTD.

H.D.J Sarala who played the role as
"Chuyia", the youngest widow in
"Water" is from Galle, Sri Lanka.

"I want to become a Doctor in the future, while
continue to act in films. "Water" is my first film.I
was thrilled and happy to act in a film.I was not
nervous at all.My hair was shaved for the film,
now I have grown my hair again. I look different now. I like all the actors and actresses, who
acted with me" says nine year old H.D.J. Sarala.

"I did not like my daughter Sarala to act in a
film. I was not happy, when I was told that her
hair will be shaved. I told Sarala that she can't do
that, but Sarala replied "It's my hair". Later I
have decided to let her act.I was with her
throughout the whole procedure. And today I am
proud of my daughter" says Bhawani
Kariyawasam
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ri Lanka has figured prominently in
the world media due to two critical
issues, namely, the resurgence of the
ethnic conflict and the announcement
by an international body that Sri Lanka
is a failed State, along with such
countries as Rwanda, Ethiopia and
Uganda (www. Fundforpeace. Org).
If you pose the question, whether Sri
Lanka is a failed State, it is sure to go
over the heads of many people in the
country, including many of our leaders,
as they may not even understand the
question, let alone being able to
respond to it.
In fact, this itself is a sign of the failure
of the Sri Lankan State.
As we all know, Science, Religion and
Politics have shaped human history
over hundreds of years in their various
combinations. Religion had been a
powerful force, shaping the thinking
and behaviour of human beings and
continues to be a dominant influence
over the lives of the people. It also had
a great influence on politicians, as they
came very much under the sway of
religious dogma.
When Charles Darwin came up with the
idea of evolution, he naturally faced
opposition from the church, as he
pronounced against the dominant faith.
But religious leaders at that time could
not check the march of empirical
science that was gathering momentum
in Europe. Scientific development was
not confined to natural science but
encompassed human and social
sciences as well.
What you observe in the modern world,
in terms of development and public
welfare, is a reflection of the triumph of
modern science in its various branches.
In fact, social and cultural phenomena
also, became the subject of scientific
analysis. The result is the proliferation
of social and human sciences such as
psychology, economics, sociology,
history and political science.
The development of human society
from early beginnings to modern times,
has also been the subject of rigorous
investigation. So, we have Emile
Durkheim, the French Sociologist,
looking at early tribal society, to find
out how tribal groups developed
separate identities that distinguished
one tribe from another.
They invented collective symbols, often
in an arbitrary manner but
nevertheless, accorded them with great
symbolic power, so that they could stick
together on the one hand and defend
themselves against external threats, on
the other. They also developed customs
and taboos that regulated human
conduct.
The origin of symbols of human groups
such as national flag and national
anthem, as any other, can be traced
back to those early times. Some human
groups have animals as symbols of their
identity, while others selected other
items such as a tree or a plant.
These symbols were very important in
tribal society, as they brought and kept
the people together, creating what has
been referred to as collective
consciousness.

Science, Religion and
Politics in Sri Lanka
By Prof. S.T. Hettige
Senior Professor of Sociology, University of Colombo

When one tribal group was faced with
the opposition of another group, in
their adventures, the powerful group,
either subjugated them or, annihilated
the other. This process culminated in
massive invasions during the colonial
era, when powerful nations invaded
and subjugated the weaker ones. They
always established authority over the
other and raised their own flag to
indicate their victory or dominance over
the subjugated.
Now, colonialism itself had been the
subject of analysis by social and human
scientists. So, science had not only been
a major force, often going against
conventional wisdom, religious dogma
and other such currents of thought but
also, a major tool in the hands of
natural and social scientists scrutinizing
the affairs of the natural and the social
world . It certainly helps us to
understand how we came to where we
are and also to indicate where we
might be heading. Western thought,
guided by modern thinking, gave birth
to such ideas as the secular State and
emphasized such values as equality,
justice and rule of law. The social and
cultural innovations have enabled
modern societies to overcome major
limitations of traditional thought and
practices and make major strides in
terms of development, social solidarity
and peace.
How did these ideas translate into
prac tic al remedie s, to add res s
existential problems in modern complex
societies ?
Modern complex societies are very
different to early or ancient human
groups in terms of size, composition,
structure and interconnections. They
cannot exist or function in the same
way as simple societies. They have to be
organized and managed differently.
This is where modern ideas become
relevant and critical. If a society is a
collection of an array of complex
communities and groups with diverse
interests, ideas and identities, they can
co-exist only on the basis of a modern
secular State.

Modern secular States operate on a set
of widely accepted values and
principles that transcends various
divisions in society like religious,
linguistic, ethnic, and class.
Fortunately, modern societies have
evolved political systems that are
broadly guided by such transcending
values and principles. The secular State
presides over groups of people with
diverse religious faiths, without
discriminating one over the other.
Similarly, modern forms of social
solidarity that have evolved in the form
of equitable social welfare, have
reconciled between different but
competing interest groups such as
social classes and created a sense of
social justice in the minds of the
general public. Here, we are talking
about a broad national identity and a
notion of citizenship transcending
various divisions in society.
The effect of modern judicial systems
and equitable opportunity structures,
on the well being and sense of security
of the population, has been as
significant.
In other words, politics, in modern
societies, has been premised on the
values and principles derived from
modern thinking that I alluded to
earlier. Now, the question is, whether
we have been able to fashion our
politics in the same way or, whether
our political leaders have been
influenced by the same modern ideas
that have guided the formation of the
State elsewhere.
Unfortunately, the answers to both
these questions have to be given in the
negative. This is because many of them
conduct themselves in a way that is
very different to the way enlightened
political leaders behave in more
civilized societies.
Hence, their inability to even
understand the question that we posed
at the outset, namely, how did the Sri
Lankan State fail ?
T h is qu e s tio n c an n o t b e le f t
unanswered, though, a reasonable

(Continued from page 1) Sri Lankan Armed Forces….
Officials blame nearly all civilian deaths on the rebels, and
Saturday's killings in Pesalai were no different.
Saturday's killings, however, put a rare spotlight on what
critics charge is the brutal treatment meted out to Tamil civilians by security forces of the Sinhalese-dominated government, despite official denials.
Cmdr. D.K.P. Dassanayake, a navy spokesman, said the
deaths occurred when rebels attacked a police station in the
hamlet. "We do not target civilians," he said.
Witnesses and international aid workers told a very different
story.
"We were packed into the church and all we heard was guns
firing right outside," said V.P. Cruz, a 28-year-old fisherman,
snapping his fingers rapidly as he spoke of the gunfire.
He and numerous others said government forces - a mix of
army and navy troopers - then tossed a grenade into the
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answer to it would require more space.
Therefore, to put it in a nutshell, I shall
give the main reason for this situation,
namely, many of our political leaders
have had no exposure to the kind of
education that would have equipped
them with the necessary knowledge and
understanding of the task that is
entrusted to them.
A few, illustrative examples. Firstly, the
issue of national symbols. Even after 50
years of independence, we are still
debating about our national symbols,
such as the national flag and the
national anthem. They continue to be
controversial from the point of view of
some constituting elements of our
people.
When members of a minority
community were attacked and their
property burnt by certain sections of
another community, the victims had to
turn their eyes to the sky, hoping for
divine intervention to save their lives,
as the State failed to intervene. And
finally, when the poor people are not in
a position to satisfy their basic needs
such as food and healthcare, the
privileged people, including many
popularly elected representatives, live
in luxury. Yet, the state had not been
able to evolve and implement policies
and programmes to bridge the ever
widening gap.
Most crimes in Sri Lanka, including
cases of bribery and corruption, remain
unresolved, making a mockery of our
judicial and law enforcement system.
This has frustrated many people, often
compelling some of them to take the
law into their own hands.
Hundreds of thousands of poor people
have left the country to earn a higher
income to meet their day to day needs
at home. In the process, they add to the
dwindling foreign exchange reserves of
the country. On the other hand,
successive parliaments, for the last 20
years, have, unanimously, resolved to
allow politicians and other privileged
groups to import luxury cars using
foreign exchange generated by the most
underprivileged groups such as
plantation workers, garment factory
workers and Middle East housemaids.
This is certainly a major manifestation
of the failure of the Sri Lankan State.
[DailyMirror]

church, killing an elderly woman. Four fishermen were seen
shot dead near the boats that line the beach, more than two
dozen of which were burned.
The belief in Pesalai is they were killed for being Tamils.
"To the government, we are all" rebels, said Cruz, standing in
the shadow of the impressive church, its four-story steeple
towering over swaying coconut palms
and dwarfing tin- and tiled-roofed
homes

A Sri Lankan woman with her child
looks on as villagers wash the blood
marks in the church, which was attacked in Pesalai, about 234 kilometers (146 miles) from
Colombo.

Ponniah Balasubramaniam
Tel: (416) 335 3233
Fax: 416 335 3235
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n the troubled post-independence history of Sri Lanka, the abortive military
coup d' etat of January 27, 1962 may end
up being a footnote, given the fact that
no shots were fired, no troops were
moved, and the bid was nipped in the But by 1960, following the SinhalaBuddhist revolution triggered by SWRD
bud thanks to timely information.
Bandaranaike's Sri Lanka Freedom Party
But there is much more to the attempted
(SLFP) and the coalition, Mahajana Ekcoup than meets the eye.
sath Peramuna (MEP), the officer corps
The effort of the top brass of the army, had undergone a radical change in its
navy and the police to seize power re- communal complexion.
flected emerging religious, socio-cultural
" In just over 10 years after the establishand political fissures in postment of the army (1949), however, the
independence Sri Lanka, fissures which
Sinhalese began to be over-represented in
torment the country to this day, 44 years
the officer corps as well," Dr. de Silva
down the line.
notes.
And the way the investigations and the
The police too were affected .This was
trial of the 24 high ranking officers were
the reason why quite a chunk of the conconducted, betrayed the deep set anxiespirators belonged to the police. In 1958,
ties of the new post-independence elite.
SWRD Bandaranaike overlooked three
senior Christian claimants to the post of
Conflict of elites
Inspector General of Police (IGP) and
The coup attempt brought out the brew- appointed a Buddhist.
ing conflict between the entrenched elites
and the newly emerging elites in post "The message was clear: religious affiliaindependence Sri Lanka (or Ceylon as it tion was an important consideration in
appointments to politically sensitive posts
was known before 1972).
such as that of IGP. The armed forces
The conflict was unleashed by independ- were spared such changes till the early
ence from British rule and freedom from 1960s ie: till after Bandaranaike's assassiWestern cultural domination in 1948, nation and the succession of his widow
and the emergence of Left of Centre re- Sirimavo Bandaranaike as Prime Minister
gimes led by SWRD Bandaranaike and his in July 1960," Dr. de Silva points out.
wife and successor, Sirimavo Bandaranaike in the latter half of the 1950s and "Major shifts in the ethnic and religious
composition of the police and army offiearly 1960s.
cer corps became evident almost as soon
The entrenched elites had the following
as she came to power," he adds.
hallmarks: They were predominantly
Christian (Catholic and Protestant); West- Upper class-Christian revolt
ernised; urban and right wing. And the
No wonder then that, all the 24 charged
newly emerging elites, or more accuwith conspiring to overthrow the lawfully
rately, the newly emerging forces, were
constituted government were Christians,
Sinhala-Buddhist, non-Westernised, rural
either Sinhala, Tamil or Burgher. In terms
and left wing.
of ethnicity, there were 12 Sinhalese, six
The entrenched elite had a strong minor- Tamils and six Burghers among them.
ity component, with an overMany of them were from the upper
representation of Tamils and Burghers
classes. Col. Fredrick C de Saram, the
(the latter a minuscule community of
Artillery officer who was the leader of the
mixed Sri Lankan, Dutch and Portuguese
group and the 3rd.defendent, was Oxblood). But the newly emerging elite was
ford educated.
predominantly Sinhala-Buddhist, drawn
from the majority community in the is- In her fascinating book entitled To Wage
land.
War Against the Queen (personal publication dated 2002) Dorothy Ludowyk JoTherefore, it is not without significance,
seph, wife of the 14th.defendent Maj.
that the conspirators were entirely or
Victor Joseph,
says that Col. de
almost entirely, Christian, upper class,
Saram was "considered conceited" and
Westernised and right wing. And not sur"seemed somewhat of a snob".
prisingly, they were ardent supporters of
the somewhat upper class, rightwing, Rear Admiral Royce de Mel, the
and Westernised United National Party 6th.defendent, was the country's Naval
(UNP), though the UNP itself had nothing chief, and his brother, Col. Maurice de
whatsoever to do with the coup or the Mel, the 2nd defendant, was the Chief of
conspiracy.
Staff of the Army, the second-incommand. Tony Anghie, 11th.defendent,
Bid to correct ethnic imbalances
and Nimal Jayakody 10th.defendent,
In his paper entitled The Armed Services were Sandhurst trained.
in a Period of Change: 1949-66 written
CC "Jungle" Dissanayake, the 4th. defor the Clingendael Institute of the Nethfendent, was a top ranking police officer.
erlands in 2001, the well known Sri
Basil Jesudason, a Volunteer Corps offiLankan historian Dr. KM de Silva says
cer, and the 15th.defendent, was in a
that till second half of the 1950s, the Sri
high position in the private sector. RodLankan army officer corps was three fifths
ney de Mel, the 24th.defendent, was a
Christian, Tamil and Burgher.
planter.
Christians, both Sinhala and Tamil, who
All of them were Anglophiles, who were
were one tenth of the country's populaalso deeply disturbed by the change in
tion, were over-represented by a factor
the culture of Ceylon after 1956, when
of six, he says. But the Sinhala-Buddhists,
the "Sinhalisation" of the island began,
who were 70% of the island's population,
and when the hoi polloi from the rural
constituted only two fifths of the officer
backyard stormed into the bastions of
corps.

Significance of the abortive 1962
military coup - By PK Balachandran

AVM MAX 2000
Charter & Sightseeing

power in Colombo.
In the first eight years of independence,
life was cushy for the Westernised in Ceylon. "People accepted our Western culture
and way of life, our class system that
matched that of our Colonial masters,
and the dynasties that stayed in power,
ruling and guiding our destinies," Dorothy Joseph writes.
But describing the scene in 1961, one
year before the abortive coup, she says:
"A pall of depression hung over the land,
strikes had crippled Ceylon's economy
and people suffered want of every description."

were a time when military regimes still
had the reputation of being more efficient and less corrupt than civilian authorities."
"Pakistan under Ayub Khan seemed to
be doing much better than that country's
civilian politicians in holding together
and at stimulating economic growth;
some of the leaders of the abortive coup
of 1962 in Sri Lanka regarded him and
his experiment in 'indirect' democracy as
a model to be emulated in Sri Lanka
then in the throes of its first phase of the
Sinhala-Tamil conflict, and in the penultimate phase of the conflict between the
Buddhists and Roman Catholics."
"All the coup leaders blamed the governing party for the ill effects of their populist policies: turmoil in the form of ethnic riots; economic stagnation if
not decline; and political instability."

"All save a favoured few were anxious
and harassed with the high cost of living, Rule by junta of ex-PMs planned
with ever increasing scarcity of employInterestingly, the plotters did not plan to
ment, fear of the future and the threat
rule Sri Lanka directly. They wanted to
of communism on the horizon."
set up a junta of ex-Prime Ministers,
"The dockers had been on strike for who, they believed, shared their conmonths. The Army had been working at cerns and would toe their line.
the port and the queue of ships outside
"They believed they had a remedy for all
the harbour had lengthened daily."
this, in the substitution of a Sri Lankan
"Every boat leaving our shores carried form of 'indirect' democracy under the
those who sailed towards a better life rule of a junta of ex-Prime Ministers,"
across the water. Some went gladly, filled says Dr de Silva.
with a sense of adventure and hope.
According to Dorothy Joseph, some of
Some went reluctantly into exile because
the State or Crown witnesses tried to
they would rather stay, but felt that they
link the then Governor General, Sir
owed their children a better deal."
Oliver Goonetilleke, and former Prime
"At every gathering, in every drawing Ministers, Dudley Senanayake and Sir
room, the question was asked and hung John Kotelawala, with the conspiracy.
unanswered in mid air: How long will
Po lic em an Stan le y Sen an ay ake ,
this deterioration continue? Is there no
the original informant, said to the trial
way to stop it?"
court that his boss, CC Dissanayake, the
The Army was being used to quell grow- 4th defendant and top police official,
ing civil unrest triggered by the "Sinhala- had told him that Sir Oliver was "in it" as
were Dudley Senanayake and Sir John.
Only" policy of SWRD Bandaranaike.
" When anti-Tamil riots erupted in Colombo and elsewhere in the wake of the
changes in language policy introduced in
May 1956, SWRD. Bandaranaike had to
rely on the armed services to put them
down," writes Dr KM de Silva.

The luminaries were indeed right wing
and very Westernised, viewing with
alarm the left wing populism of the Bandaranaikes.

But the plotters' hope was misplaced.
They got no support from any of
personages mentioned because
"And during the Premiership of his wife the
Sirimavo in 1961, the armed forces were these men were truly wedded to constiused for the first time in the Tamil areas tutional methods.
of the North against a Civil Disobedience
At any rate, as Dorothy Joseph herself
movement."
says, the allegations against the luminar"Strains between the armed services and ies were "never corroborated.
the civilian authority appeared when she
"Lack of expected support from Sir
sought to increase the number of SinOliver, especially, is cited as one of
halese-Buddhists in the officer corps of
the reasons for the failure of the coup.
the armed services and the police, and to
give greater influence to them in the run- Desperate measures to secure convicning of the armed services and the po- tion
lice," he adds.
The fact that "no overt act had been
Pakistan dictator Ayub was model committed, no troops had been moved
and no guns were fired," made the task
As disillusionment about the state of afof proving the charge very difficult,
fairs in Sri Lanka grew, there were cernotes Dorothy Joseph.
tain developments in the South Asian
region which offered the disgruntled mili- The fact that the accused had the best of
tary brass a ray of hope and a plan of lawyers led by GG. Ponnambalam, HW
action to remedy the situation.
Jayewardene and SJ. Kadirgamar to
counter the "inquisitor" Felix Dias BanThe coup led by the Pakistan Army Chief,
daranaike, the Minister of Defense,
Gen Mohammad Ayub Khan, in October
added to the prosecution's woes.
1958, was an eye opener on what an efficient force like the armed services could The trump card in the hands of
do.
Felix Dias Bandaranaike was the confesOn this point, Dr de Silva says: " 1960s

(Continued on page 19)
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ahendra Percy Rajapakse now
known as Mahinda Rajapakse
is perhaps the first Sinhala head of
state with a clear and coherent idea
of how to resolve the National
question also called the ethnic crisis ,
Tamil issue and Tiger problem. This
assertion may run contrary to many
assessments that describe Mahinda as
being confused and indecisive on
how to handle this issue.
This writer too has in earlier columns
subscribed to this viewpoint.
Evaluating Mahinda’s presidency
after six months of being in power
provides fresh insight. Rajapakse
seems to have definite ideas of why,
where and how he is going to arrive
at his destination. What he is
uncertain about is the when or
timing.
This does not of course mean that
Rajapakse’s objectives are correct or
whether he will be able to achieve
them. Another troubling factor is that
in the process of trying to achieve
these objectives Mahinda may be
opening the lid of yet another
Pandora’s box. A host of unintended
consequences and resultant problems
mat arise.
There are also three factors that may
inhibit, restrain or even defeat his
strategy. Firstly there is the Sinhala
domestic constituency. It remains to
be seen whether the people will be
ready, willing and able to face the
consequences of this policy.
Secondly there is the International
Community(IC). It is not possible at
this juncture to speculate as to
whether the IC will go along with
Rajapakse or apply brakes and if it is
a case of the latter how it would be
done. The role of India in this would
be of particular importance.
Thirdly there is the Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and by
extension the Sri Lankan Tamil
people. The only certain thing in all
this is that the LTTE will strenuously
oppose Rajapakse. It may even be
that the tigers could be the sole
deterrent to a policy which if
successful can only keep suppressed
the minority communities in general
and the Tamils in particular.

Mahinda adopts definite strategy
towards Tamils - By D.B.S. Jeyaraj
Mahinda himself often
statements to this effect.

makes

Rajapakse is being circumscribed due
to his dependency on the Janatha
Vimukthi Peramuna and Jathika Hela
Urumaya it is said. There are also
other external pressure groups like
the Patriotic National Movement.
Like SWRD Bandaranaike 50 years
aho Mahinda too is unable to do the
right thing by the Tamils due to JVP,
JHU and PNM constraints it is
argued.
This argument could have been true
of SWRDB. He was a Westernised
Liberal Democrat who donned the
national dress and promoted Sinhala
and Buddhism to capture votes. He
was o n e o f the pio n ee ri n g
Donoughmore Buddhists. The real
Solomon wanted to be just by the
Tamils after he had opened the
floodgates. He could not as the
torrents he had released engulfed
him. Literally and metaphorically he
was destroyed by the very same
forces he unleashed to achieve
power.
In Mahinda Rajapakse’s case it is
different. He is not play acting when
he takes flower baskets and trays to
the Pansala. The only time he is play
acting is when he sits with foreigners
talking about serious political
re form.The cruci al di ffe renc e
between SWRD and Mahinda is that
the latter unlike the former really and
truly belives in what may be called
the Sinhala Buddhist supremacist
ideology. Mahinda is of the same
mindset as the JVP, JHU and PNM.
He is not their unwilling captive. If
that ideology is indeed restrictive
then it is a state which Mahinda has
willingly chosen and will not come
out of.

In such a situation the vast majority
of Tamils are likely to back the LTTE
directly and indirectly. Even those
Tamils who are not supportive of the
LTTE will not oppose the tigers . Only
a Tamil se gment actively
collaborating with the Rajapakse
regime will be supportive of the
GOSL.

Rajapakse was born in 1946 but he is
in reality the politically quintessential
child of 1956 (Panashaye Daruwo)
Mahinda believes that the Sinhala
Buddhists are the rightful and sole
heirs to this Island. The Sinhala
Buddhists who have a divine right to
this Dhammadeepa have no where
else to go. The Sinhala Buddhists
being a generous people have
allowed other minority communities
also to share this land. But they must
know their place and behave
accordingly. The Sinhala Buddhists
are way on top of the pecking order.

There is a mistaken impression
among many that Mahinda Rajapakse
like his predecessor Chandrika
Kumaratunga or chief rival Ranil
Wickremasinghe wants to resolve the
National question amicably and
equitably. This would entail some
form of federalism or quasi federalism. After all he is willing to
go in for maximum devolution within
a unitary state it is pointed out.

The privileged position of the Sinhala
people depends on a united and
undivided Sri Lanka. For this a
strong, centralised State under a
unitary Constitution is essential.
Some minorities may be concentrated
in certain regions. This does not
mean that they have special rights or
that power needs to be devolved to
the periphery. There can be no
Federalism. There can be no
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recognition of any region as a historic
habitat of the minorities. There
cannot be even real Devolution. Only
some de - centralisation for the sake
of administrative convenience could
be possible.
Rajapakse like most Sinhala Buddhist
hawks does not believe that the LTTE
will ever agree to anything other than
Thamil Eelam. Besides Rajapakse
cannot accommodate the LTTE in a
settlement even if the tigers are
willing to compromise. Even if the
LTTE agrees to a united Sri Lanka
some form of Federalism or even
Confederationalism is necessary. This
Rajapakse is unwilling to agree to.
This is not a case of Rajapakse being
flexible and the Sinhala hardliners
being rigid. Mahinda and the
Mahajanaya are of the same opinion.
He is truly a man of his people in
this.
Against this backdrop Rajapakse
realises that whatever the time frame
of any potential discussions with the
LTTE the final outcome can only be a
total breakdown. The impasse will
surely lead to total war. Mahinda
sees himself as the divine instrument
that would lead the rightful owners
of this Island to complete victory over
the enemy threatening Country, Race
and Religion. (Lanka, Sinhala and
Buddhism)There was much talk of
the great liberator “Diyasena” in
1956. Mahinda is Diyasena delayed
perhaps by 50 years.
It is well - known that Mahinda is a
strong Southern regionalist. Such
Ruhunu Consciousness has its own
baggage. There is the Dutu Gemunu
syndrome where many Sons of the
South think they are latter - day
incarnations of Rohana. They have to
protect the Country and liberate it
from its enemies.
Let it not be forgotten that Mahinda
never associated himself with any
major effort to resolve the national
question through federalism under
Chandrika Kumaratunga. The excuse
is that Kumaratunga ignored him.
True! But then this was what
Rajapakse wanted. Had Rajapakse
really wanted to associate with those
efforts I am sure he could have
bulldozed his way in. After all when
he wanted to be Premier he cut
Lakshman Kadirgamar’s throat
neatly. When he wanted Presidential
nomination he circumvented the
Bandaranaikes , did he not?
What has been apparent in the past is
Mahinda’s consistency in identifying
himself with the forces of Sinhala
racism opposing even meagre
concessions to the Tamils. There he
was at the Buddhist demonstration
opposing the Devolution bill in 2000.
There he was visiting the fasting
O malpe So bh i th a at Dalad a
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Maligawa. Who was the man behind
the JVP action against the P- TOMS.?
Compounding matters further is the
treatment meted out to Mahinda in
Jaffna in the aftermath of the
Tsunami.by tiger instigated mobs.
Spoiled rice and excreta pots were
h urle d at hi m. J us t as J R
Jayewardene never forgot the
slippers thrown at him in Jaffna
Rajapakse also would not forget this
insult. Of course Rajapakse can say
he has no grudges against Tamils and
prove it by saying “My Best friend is a
Tamil. Its Douglas Devananda”.
Frivolity apart Rajapakse has very
correctly gauged the LTTE to be the
primary and effective obstacle to his
political aims. He has devised a
policy therefore of containing and
undermining the LTTE in the short
run . In the long run he hopes to
launch an all out war to annihilate
the tigers. Another important
consideration is the IC. The active
support of the IC is required to
bankroll the economy while war is
conducted.These are the defining
parameters of Mahinda Rajapakse’s
current policy towards the resolution
of the National question.
Satisfying or hoodwinking the IC is of
crucial importance. The idea is to pay
lip- service to certain words , phrases
and statements that are music to the
IC’s ear. Its like chanting Manthras in
a Pooja. The current key words as far
as the IC is concerned is peace, talks
and peace process. Other Manthras of
importance are negotiated
settlement, democracy, pluralism,
human rights, devolution, minority
rights, inclusivity etc.
The important thing to remember is
that only paying lip service is
required. Keep mumbling the jargon
and go through the motions of peace
process participation. In order to
impress the IC Rajapakse would
always appear to be reasonable and
flexible. Take the Geneva talks for
instance. Mahinda instructs his team
to accept the accord. “Porunthuvelaa
Enda. Passa Balamu” (Promise and
Come. Lets see later).
So the Geneva agreement is signed.
But within 24 hours all sorts of new
interpretations are given. A fresh
stance is articulated. This negates the
essence of what was agreed upon in
Geneva. The LTTE is humiliated at
the Airport. Helicopters are not
provided for internal transport
thereby causing an unnecessary
crisis. Making promises on the one
hand in Geneva and defaulting in
performance on the other in Sri
Lanka is the standard adopted..
In a sense Mahinda is not being very
original in this approach. The tragic
history of Sinhala - Tamil relations in
this Country is replete with such
instances. The first Sinhala film
(produced by a Tamil SM Nayagam)
to be made was “Kadawuna
Poronthuwa” or Broken Promise. The
(Continued on page 21)
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was Funday on a Sunday!

The Canadian Tamils’ Chamber
of Commerce sponsored Annual
Walkathon for raising funds for the
Scarborough Hospitals has now
become an Annual Event looked upon
by all age groups and different
communities as a Funday on a Sunday
held for a noble and charitable cause.
This year CTCC has added another
institution to donate a part of the
Fu n d s - Prov id en c e He alth Care
Foundation’s Tamil Caregiver Project.
As a cold wind blew over the Kids’
Town Park on a sunny Sunday morning
several hundreds of persons from all
walks of life and different ages walked
this event. The eye-catching scene was
some Seniors in wheel chairs who
joined the Walk.
Over the recent years the CTCC has
collected nearly 90,000 dollars for the
Scarborough Hospitals through this

12

Community

CTCC’s Walkathon on Track Again
by Siva Sivapragasam

event. This year half the funds
collected will be given to the
Providence Healthcare Center for a
project for Tamil Seniors. The total
funds raised at this year’s Walkathon
was $ 30,000 dollars. This amount was
handed over between the
Scarborough
Hospital
Foundation and Providence
Healthcare Foundation.
Mr.Logan Velumailum President of
CTCC thanked the Sponsors of the
Walkathon- namely Royal Bank, TD
Bank, and Scotia Bank .He also
expressed his thanks to those who
helped in the collection of Funds, the
Donors of Prizes, Caterers who
provided Refreshments, the Cosponsors and Co-partners of CTCC for
the Walkathon, Media Sponsors,

Photography Sponsor, Video Sponsor,
Music Sponsor and the Transport
Sponsor.
The Chief Guest of the day was Mr.
Jason Kenney, Parliamentary
Secretary to the Prime MinisterHon.Stephen Harper. In his speech
Mr.Kenny thanked the Canadian Tamil
community for their contribution to the
Canadian Economy and that he carried
a special message from the Prime
Minister expressing his wishes to the
Sri L ank an T am il commun ity .
Mr.Kenney also wished that Peace
should dawn in Sri Lanka soon.
Dr.Dhun Noria from the
Scarborough Grace Hospital was the
person who raised the maximum
amount of dollars-$ 7100 and she
thanked the CTCC for organizing this

annual walk over the years and for the
funds collected for a noble cause. Mr.
J im
Co c c im ig lio , Ch ai r o f
Providence Healthcare Foundation
represented his Foundation along with
his other officials.
Mr. Derek Lee, Member of
Parliament for Scarborough Rouge
River officially started the walk by
cutting the ribbon at 9.00 am after the
National Anthem was played on
trumpet by a young volunteer.
Mr.Sylvester Rajaratnam, Director
CTCC and Chairperson of the
Committee th at o rgan ized the
Walkathon thanked everyone for the
support extended to the Event and
expressed his confidence that in the
years to come this event will be made
more successful and that more funds
will flow to the Scarborough Hospital
where the Tamil community enjoys free
Healthcare benefits.
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Young Crimson

Brush Strokes of Peace in Sri Lanka

Party time in the sky

The birds had a hearty laugh and were happy
to tell each other that Tortoise got what he
deserved.

T

Source : Things fall apart by Chinua Achebe.

K. SANKARAIAH

he birds were excited for they had a party
to attend. Tortoise got wind of this and
more than anything else in the world her
wanted to go to the party.

Mending Wall

Once upon a time, the inhabitants of the sky
invited the birds for a grand feast. The
excitement of the birds was further fuelled by
the stories they heard of the preparations to
make the party a great success. A variety of
food was planned. The birds in turn were
making themselves as attractive and
presentable as possible. Tortoise came to know
about this party. And hearing of the delectable
menu he was filled with greed. He wanted an
invitation to the party.
In the sky

Sri Lanka’s Secretariat for Coordinating
the Peace Process in collaboration with the
Peace Education Division of the Ministry
of Education, organized an island wide art
competition last year on the theme ‘Brush
Strokes of Peace in Sri Lanka' as a
comprehensive interactive exercise for
peace building through children. It was
conceived as a means of transcending
ethnic, religious and political barriers,
creating a neutral platform for interaction
and understanding.

2 nd Place (Age 15)

Yalini Shanmuganathan

Wembadi Girls High School, Jaffna
3 rd Place Ranasinghe Arachige Viraj
Madushanka (Age 10)
Udabadalawa Sudarshana Maha
Vidyalaya, Kurunegala
4 th Place -

Fathima Nusna (Age 15)

Fergusson Girls High School,
Ratnapura
5 th Place -

M.M. Irfan (Age 14)

Six winners of the competition as follows:

Osmanya College, Jaffna

1 st Place Saduni Wimansa
Jayasekera (Age 12)

6 th Place 13)

Dharmasoka Viduhala, Galle

St. John's College, Jaffna

Sivabalan Kushaliyan (Age

So, he approached the birds and made innocent
enquiries about what was going on. When he
was fully briefed about the feast, he expressed
his interest in joining them. He said they
needed somebody to speak on their behalf
before the party began; someone to be their
leader.
After some deliberation, the birds agreed to
take Tortoise with them. Then the question
arose as to how he would fly; he had no wings
like the birds. So, each bird lent Tortoise a
feather. Tortoise made two wings out of them.
He looked special and rather different from the
birds, as he sported feathers of different
colours, shapes and sizes.

By Kuzhanthai Kavignar Azha. Valliyappa
Pearl-like Jasmine
Shows all beauty
Always dancing daily
on the heads of lass
Wherever hidden
find it easily
spreading fresh scent
saying am here
Pleasing the eyes
Its scent mixes with wind
while on women's head
making them proud

Sunset in LTTE controlled
Kooniththevu-Muthur
A is the first letter of languages; the
Sun is the origin of planet Earth

- Thirukkural

"On sunny slope and beechen swell,
The shadowed light of evening fell;
And, where the maple's leaf was brown,
With soft and silent lapse came down,
The glory, that the wood receives,
At sunset, in its golden leaves."

Wear it on our heads
we aren't fortunate
wonder the men in angst
with the jasmine flower

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(1807 - 1882)

[translated by humanityashore.org]

NATIONAL DRIVING INSTITUTE
2900 Eglinton Ave. East, # 209
Scarborough, ON M1J 2E4

Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun,
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.
The work of hunters is another thing:
I have come after them and made repair
Where they have left not one stone on a stone,
But they would have the rabbit out of hiding,
To please the yelping dogs. The gaps I mean,

On the day of the party, the birds, along with
Tortoise, flew to the sky.

No one has seen them made or heard them made,

The people of the sky received their guests with
respect and made them feel at home. The
cunning Tortoise whispered to the birds that on
occasions like this, it was customary that they
should all assume new names. He took the
name of "All of you". Then he made a speech on
behalf of the birds, and thanked the hosts for
laying on the feast.

I let my neighbor know beyond the hill;

In conclusion, he asked the hosts: "For whom
have you made all these preparations?"

'Stay where you are until our backs are turned!'

They said, "It was for `All of you'." Tortoise
then nudged the birds reminding them that the
party was mainly for `All of you', that is,
himself. The birds began to get annoyed with
the behaviour of Tortoise.

Mallikai-Jasmine

Scene at dusk, Galle Face. Colombo
Why do they make good neighbors?

But at spring mending-time we find them there.
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go.
To each the boulders that have fallen to each.
And some are loaves and some so nearly balls
We have to use a spell to make them balance:
We wear our fingers rough with handling them.
Oh, just another kind of out-door game,
One on a side. It comes to little more:
There where it is we do not need the wall:
He is all pine and I am apple orchard.

On the other hand, the hosts thought that
Tortoise was the king of their guests. So when
the food was served, they invited him first. The
greedy Tortoise took advantage of this
opportunity and ate the best part of the food,
leaving only the bones and other remnants for
the birds. He was now full of food and wine.
The birds were starving and were very angry
with Tortoise. In fact, some of them even went
away, without eating.

My apple trees will never get across

They decided to teach the ungrateful Tortoise a
lesson. So, while leaving they took back their
feathers. Now Tortoise was without wings and
so was stranded in the sky. He begged the birds
to take a message to his wife. All, but, Parrot
refused to have anything to do with Tortoise.
He asked Parrot to ask his wife (Tortoise's) to
bring all the soft things out of his house and
spread them in front of his house so that he
could have a soft landing. Parrot flew down
and told Tortoise's wife just the opposite — to
spread hoes, machetes, guns and even cannon
in front of the house. So when the bloated
Tortoise crashed onto the ground he fell on the
hoes, machetes, guns and canon and broke his
shell. His wife then called for a doctor who
stitched all the broken pieces together.

Before I built a wall I'd ask to know

That is why, the tortoise shell looks patchy.

And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, 'Good fences make good neighbors'.
Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his head:
'Why do they make good neighbors? Isn't it
Where there are cows?
But here there are no cows.
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offence.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That wants it down.' I could say 'Elves' to him,
But it's not elves exactly, and I'd rather
He said it for himself. I see him there
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top
In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed.
He moves in darkness as it seems to me~
Not of woods only and the shade of trees.
He will not go behind his father's saying,
And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, "Good fences make good
neighbors." - Robert Frost (1874-1963).

S.S. MATHAVAN
(Professional Driving Instructor
Licensed by the Ontario government)
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Success fits Trisha fine

Lighting up the small screen
MALATHI RANGARAJAN
Does it mean she's game for the mother,
sister stereotypes? "Come on!
Surely I cannot run around trees singing
duets anymore. And I've never acted as
Chiranjeevi's heroine earlier," she laughs.

Clear choices
"The film, my role and the money have to
be good. It is a fabulous role that I'm
doing in Telugu and I'm being paid well
too," she clarifies.
Generally in Tamil if you are seen on TV
you stand no chance in films. But
Khushboo is one of the few whose TV
ventures have not dimmed her cinema
chances. "I am myself surprised," she
smiles smugly.
The chat leads you to her last Tamil
release `June R.' "I did not watch the film
so I can't comment," is the cryptic reply.

Television helps balance work and
home, according to Khushboo

IRREPRESSIBLE:
Khushboo
She touched the zenith in cinema, she has
scaled a similar height on television, and
her candid but controversial comments in
the media have created a stir. Like her or
not, Khushboo is simply impossible to
ignore. Catching up with her after her
daily soap `Kalki' touched the 500 mark,
it was perhaps natural to begin asking her
about her life on the small screen.
"It is indeed a mammoth effort and I'm
glad `Kalki' has reached this far," she
says. Besides being its heroine and taking
care of the production, Khushboo is also
the creative head and contributes a lot to
the denouement of the plot. Her ability to
spin a yarn is a little known side of hers.
"I observe things that happen around me.
A serial has many characters and each has
several dimensions. I draw inspiration
from my observations and use them for
the story," says Khushboo.
Her first soap `Marumagal' didn't go this
far. "Yeah. That was because I got
pregnant midway and we had to wind up
with 268 episodes," she says. What does
her husband, filmmaker and actor Sundar
C. have to say about her story-telling skills
on TV? "He hardly watches `Kalki,' unless
I insist he sit through a segment which I
feel has come out well," says Khushboo.
Balancing her routine at home and on the
work front leaves Khushboo with time for
little else. "I wish a day has 40 hours," she
smiles. She is on the sets by 9.30 a.m. and
works through the day till dusk. "Once I
get back home it is only the family and
my two daughters. I try to spend as much
time as possible with them. That's why I
prefer television. I do cinema on and off,
but I see to it that my home life doesn't
get disturbed much," she says. Which
reminds you of the role she has signed
recently in Telugu — one where she'll be
playing Chiranjeevi's elder sister!

When she so confidently and fluently
conducts a game show like `Jackpot' on
TV (You can't miss her designer (!)
blouses.) it's puzzling that she still resorts
to a dubbed voice in her soap. "Time is
the only factor. And Anuradha has been
dubbing for me from the beginning of my
career." Is she happy with the
arrangement?"Not always. But I can't help
it," she says. Khushboo is quite fluent in
Tamil. And she has done films in all the
four languages of the South. "Malayalam
alone continues to be Greek and Latin to
me," she laughs.Ask her about her last
Hindi film, she replies: "I don't even
remember the name."
The actor comes across as a very strong
woman. The hullabaloo and the drama
that followed her reported interview to a
magazine is a thing of the past. During
the controversy, it seemed as if the same
people who built a temple for her went
for her jugular. "I was too busy when they
glorified me and didn't know these
people, so I never reacted to it then. The
mudslinging was more of a joke, because I
don't know any of these people either. I
was only upset when those in the film
fraternity, those who I thought were
friends, stabbed me in the back. My
husband was extremely supportive and
that's what mattered," she says.

On exercise and yoga
Does she believe in exercise, yoga, dieting
and the like? "Do I look like I do?"
Khushboo counters with a cheeky grin. "I
love eating ... I have the typical Pathan
trait of eating sumptuous non-veg fare
thrice a day. But I've turned vegetarian
recently. No particular reason. Just
decided overnight. I try exercising now
and then and the moment somebody says
I've lost weight, I stop. I conveniently ask
the wrong person, my husband, whether I
look fat. And Sundar spoils me silly. `You
look fine,' he says and even the meagre
attempt goes for a toss. I never meditate. I
don't feel the need to because I live life to
the fullest," she laughs.

Of rhythm and soul
SARASWATHY NAGARAJAN

A.R. Rahman on songs singers,
films and music direction.
IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES:
A.R. Rahman.
With his debut film, `Roja,' A.R. Rahman
redefined the sound of Indian film music, won
the National award and made himself heard in
the Indian music industry. However, Rahman,
the person and the musician, remains
unchanged. Fame and adulation rest lightly on
his shoulders.
From `Roja' to `Rang De Basanti,' Rahman's
evocative music has captivated listeners and

A

ctress Trisha epitomises success. That
certainly is not an understatement.
The starlet has enjoyed a good run in
Tamil filmdom and also in the Telugu
industry, in the process being part of
highly successful movies in both the
languages.

Currently busy shooting for four
films including one opposite Tollywood
'superstar' Chiranjeevi (Stalin), Trisha
took time off to share her thoughts on
working simultaneously in Tamil and
Telugu ventures.
Expressing her gratitude to producer
M S Raju, who gave a break to the actress
in Telugu filmdom through movies like
Varsham
and
Nuvvostanante
Nenoddantana, Trisha says, 'I am very
busy now. However, no complaints.
Thanks to Almighty, my career graph is
getting better day after day.'
Her recent film Pournami directed by
actor-turned-director Prabhudeva did only
average business in Andhra Pradesh. Yet,
the petite Trisha has no complaints. 'The
audience appreciated my role in the
movie. It is heartening.'
About acting opposite Chiranjeevi,
she says, 'it is a dream come true for me.
He is such a down-to-earth person. And
my role has lot of scope for me to
perform. It has the Murugadoss touch to it
and I am really excited about the film.'
Also, she is romancing Mahesh Babu
for a movie titled Sainikudu being
directed by Gunasekar.
Says Trisha, 'Mahesh Babu is on a
high after the huge success of Pokkiri. A
huge starcast and a good crew to work
with. I had no hesitation in accepting the
role.'
'Simultaneously, in Tamil too I am
part of some good projects. My next Tamil
release would be Something Something....
(remake of my Telugu flick NNN). It's a
bubbly role and I am confident that it
would draw praise from movie buffs here.'
On being cast opposite Vikram in
Bheema, she says, 'again it is a good role.
I have to admit that it is very rare for an
inspired zillion clones who attempt to
duplicate the Rahman magic in vain.
Excerpts from a freewheeling interview
with the maestro who says that coming to
Kerala opened a flood of memories.
What kind of memories?
My father R. K. Sekhar had worked for the
top music directors in Malayalam Devarajan master, Dakshinamoorthy sir,
M.K. Arjunan... There was a `thinnai'
outside my house and I remember some of
the top directors and assistant directors of
those times waiting for my father... He
would work on eight to nine films at a
time - compose music for a film, arrange
the music for another... I believe it was
overwork that killed him. His memory still
lingers in the minds of people whom he
helped. They tell me even now how he
helped them, gave them a break and so on.
That influenced me a great deal.
You have made the career of many
new singers.
It is not me trying to help. They also
contributed. I merely tapped their talent.
Take the case of Srini [Srinivas]. He got a
break with `Padaiyappa' because he is
talented. He used to sing all my tracks.
Rajanikant listened to the track of
`Padaiyappa' and then, later, when I
played him the same song sung by a
famous singer, he suggested we retain the
voice that had sung the track. When new
people come in, they feel I can make them
a star. I cannot, unless they have the voice
and the talent.
But some of them were raw when
they came in...
But they had the talent. Anupama in
`Chandralekha' was incredible at that

actress to land such a meaty character. In
my view, an actress should do any type of
roles.'
'To be part of a movie featuring big
names like A M Rathnam, Lingusamy,
Harris Jeyaraj and Vikram is a great
feeling,' she gushed.
Explaining how she chooses her
films, she says, 'I go by my instincts. They
have always proved right. If I feel my
character has scope to perform, I
immediately accept the offer.'
On reports that she would do films in
Bollywood, Trisha, says, 'several offers
came my way. But for now I am keen to
continue my good work here. Perhaps a
call from the likes of Sanjay Leela
Bhansali or Karan Johar may force me to
make a re-think.'
'I have a long way to go, have
different roles to do. Just being an actress
alone is not important. I think I have a
commercial market and since I need that
market, I want to touch the audience with
roles that are different. I can now afford
to play around a little. I have to derive
satisfaction out of the roles,' the actress
concludes.
- M BHARAT KUMAR
time. Now, many people imitate her.
How do these singers come to your
notice?
When I was doing commercials, I
discovered these talents as they were
singing jingles for me. So, when I started
doing movies, I knew exactly who could
do what.
Patriotic songs and the Rahman
touch.
The old school was different. It was very
straight. And let us face it, not everyone
wants to listen to patriotic songs. I get into
the mindset of those people and try to find
out what they would like to listen to. What
would connect with them and make the
songs interesting. When I do something, I
have to like it. If I don't like it, I am sure
people won't like it. I have to be convinced
that it is good.
Success of `Rang de Basanti.'
`Rang de Basanti' was a risky film. It was a
gamble. There are very few films where all
the heroes die and people leave the
theatre with hope in their hearts and
praise the film. The format of the film is so
abstract and it worked. It is a first of its
kind.
How do you select a singer for a
particular song? For instance,
Hariharan for `Uyire.'
I had three options for that song. SPB sir,
Jesudas sir, Hariharan. Then I imagined all
of them singing it. Since I had not heard
Hari in a non-ghazal kind of song, I
decided to take the gamble. Then when he
did , he had a whole new flavour for the
song.
(Continued on page 15)
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The contribution of Buddhism…..
become, as we are here, truly brothers
and sisters.
The Buddha’s Doctrine of compassion
and Love - Metta (Loving Kindness) and
Karuna (Compassionate Action) has a
refreshing validity and relevance to
today’s world. The Buddha’s concept of
Metta -LOVE, like that of the
Bhagawan, is universal and all
encompassing. It includes every living
thing; not only ones family, or race, or
caste, or religion but everything that is
sentient, including the animal world. It
is founded on the principle of non
violence - ahimsa movingly and
tellingly employed by modem India’s
greatest sons - Mahatma Gandhi and
Jawaharlal Nehru in the march to
freedom and beyond.
However as the Buddha and the
Bhagawan have shown sustainable
peace in justice and dignity cannot be
realized especially where there have
been the seeds of earlier conflict,
without alleviating the causes of the
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conflict. Buddhism advocates the
method of negotiation, as the Buddha
personally did in settling the dispute
between the wan ing L ichchavi
princelings. The Buddha advocated that
the parties to the dispute;
“Meet in amity, work in harmony and
depart in peace”
Procedures of negotiation that embody
the principles of equality, tolerance of
dissent, and freedom of thought, - the
fundamental human rights of today which have been adopted by the
Council of Europe as the foundation for
its democratic functioning. It is
recorded in the Mahavamsa the
historical chronicle of our island that
this negotiating process was practiced
by the Buddha during his third visit to
Lanka to similarly settle a long standing
dispute between the warring tribes in
the north of the country in Nagadipa.
The heart of negotiation is the mutual
understanding of the problem as
perceived by the other. According to the
Buddha there is no problem however
complicated that cannot be resolved
with Right Understanding and Right

Effort. Every problem it is said, contains
within itself the means for its own
resolution.
The point I wish to make here is that
the road to Peace, as expressed in
Buddhism needs to have two pathways.
The first is the cultivation of the right
mental attitudes. The second is the
resolution through right effort of the
underlying material conditions which
gave rise to conflict; whether of
poverty, or under-development or
alienation or exclusion. Improving the
human condition so that the poor and
the deprived in our societies are
provided with the basic necessities of
life - like food, drinking water, health
facilities and education of the children,
which the Bhagawan has engaged in so
resolutely, is in total fulfillment of this
second pathway, so complementary and
so essential to building, sustaining and
strengthening global peace.
Among the many divine qualities of the
Bhagawan is the extraordinary ability
he possesses of expressing the most
profound thoughts in the simplest and
clearest of language. Nothing can
has been opened in a Sri Lankan university.

First Islamic Studies Faculty opened in
Sri Lankan University - TamilNet

Dr. K. M. H. Kalideen has been appointed
the first Head of the Islamic Studies and
Arabic Language.

The first batch of forty three students of
both sexes was admitted to the Faculty of
Islamic Studies and Arabic Language of
the South Eastern University of Sri Lanka
at an event held Thursday afternoon. This
is the first Faculty of Islamic Studies and
Arabic Language opened in a University in
Sri Lanka since 1942, education sources
said.

The new faculty is to offer the following
Degree programs:· 1. Bachelor of Arts (Combined General
Degree in Islamic Studies and Arabic Language),
· 2 .Bachelor of Arts (General Degree in
Islamic Studies),
· 3. Bachelor of Arts (General Degree in
Arabic Language),
Newly enrolled students for the new Faculty were received by undergrads of other
faculties by offering sweets, sources said..
The South Eastern University was declared open in the year 1995 at the request of late founder leader of the Sri
Lanka Muslim Congress (SLMC) Mr. M.
H.M. Ashraff. At the start two faculties,
one for Arts and Cultures and other for
Management and Commerce were opened
in the South Eastern University. Later
another faculty for applied science was
started in the year 1995, sources said

· 4. Bachelor of Arts (Special Degree in
Islamic Studies),
· 5. Bachelor of Arts (Special Degree in
Arabic Language).
The medium of instruction will be in
Tamil, English and Arabic Languages. The
duration of Combined Degree programme
and General Degree programme is three
years covering six semesters and the Special degree course is four years covering
eight semesters, university sources said.

Moulavi M. S. M. Jalaldeen, First Dean of
newly opened Faculty presided over the
event. He said Muslims should be thankful for the late SLMC leader Mr. Ashraff
whose intention was to start three faculties one for Islamic Studies in Pottuvil,
one for Hinduism in Thirukovil and the
third for Buddhism in Digavapiya under
the management of the South Eastern
University. This is the first time a Faculty
for Islamic Studies and Arabic Language
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express more directly and lucidly the
points I have laboured to make above
than the eight words below which
represent His universal agenda for
Peace and Right Conduct.
[Speech made in Bangalore, India recently
commemorating Buddha Poornima Festival]

(Continued from page 14)

….AR Rahman

How about movies? You must be
flooded with offers.
For me, it is not about the money or the
project. It is the experience. So, I look at
the team; if I can have a good work
experience with them, I agree to work with
them.
`Bombay Dreams' and Andrew Lloyd
Webber.
I didn't think it was going to be so big. I
was a zero in theatre. It was an
introduction to the world of theatre. And
that too at the best of theatres. It was a
blessing. Later, I realised that Asians
considered it as a status symbol, something
of theirs... More than the success, it was
the pride of Asians that humbled me.
Playing with Michael Jackson in
Germany.
It was a good experience until he got hit by
a crane and had to be hospitalised. I was
supposed to have a meeting with him. It
did not happen. I think he is one of a kind.
He is not the Beatles, he is not Elvis... he is
Michael Jackson. He has inspired so many
young musicians. His personal life is his,
but nobody can deny that he is not a
phenomenon in the world of music.
What kind of music do you listen
to?
When I am deep into film music, I listen to
classical music. Pure Qawalis, music of
Kumar Gandharv, Bade Ghulam Ali Khan,
Veena Sahasrabudhe... I listen to pop songs
too. Whatever is on the top of the charts...
To know what is happening.
It is reported that you work on your
music only after sunset?
I work from 4 p.m. to 6 a.m. When you get
a fantastic idea, you have to finish it or it
goes away.
Now the tunes come first and then
the lyrics.
Modern music has to be like that. But that
is not the only formula. Certain directors
want to hear the tunes. They will fit the
lyrics later. Shanker and Mani Ratnam are
like that. Sometimes, you have the concept
and form the lyrics and tunes together. In
`Boyz,' for example he said he wanted a
song for `I want a girl friend.' We worked
on the lyrics and tune together and the
song was a hit.
Any movies in Malayalam after
`Yodha.'
There are several offers. But I can't reveal
them now.
Plans
India is so rich in culture and it has so
much to give to the world - ethics, music,
fashion... The rest of the world has been
clouded by the American dream. But now
we can give to America. That is very
interesting. I am waiting for the day when
we get an Oscar, Grammy... all
simultaneously. The day is not far away.
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Avaiyar's Vinayagar Agaval
"Kann Thirushdi Pillaiyar" is kept at the
main entrance of a house in Jaffna, Sri
Lanka. The Hindus believe that the
"Kann Thirushdi Pillaiyar" takes away all
the bad evils, and keep it at houses and
business establishments.

He who rides the mouse
sniffs out the three fruits.
I begged him,

"Take me now...
as your servant!"

He appeared as a mother
and showered his grace upon me.
Cleaved from me
the confusion that...

"Once born, I shant die."

Thus the pristine
and primal letters five
shall unite with me.
Shall came and enter my heart.
Assuming the Guru's guise
and keeping a sacred foot
upon this Earth,
he establishes life's meaning.
He joyously bestowed the grace
of the Path of No-Suffering.
Wielding his tusk as a weapon,
he weeds out
the cruel fruits of action.
My ears devour his teaching
without ever being filled.
He reveals the insatiable
Clarity of Wisdom.
The means to master the five senses.
He has sweetly graced me
with joyous compassion.
The anklets
on the red lotus feet
of the cool baby elephant
sing many songs.
The golden waist chain
and fine skirts
resting upon his rainbow waist
beautifully shining.
His weighty tusk!
His elephant face
& the auspicious orange mark
is easy to perceive.
Five hands,
goad & noose,
his body of deep blue
has made my breast its home.
His hanging mouth,
four sets of shoulders,
three eyes,
and three musk trails...
His two ears,
with golden hair shining,
and three threads intertwined
upon his glowing breast...
He is the true knowledge:
Turiya, the Sleepless Sleep,
goes beyond
the word's meaning.
Wonder
has stood personified
as the Wish-fulfilling Tree!
As the Bull Elephant!
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He proclaimed
that single thought
which shrinks
the delusionary power of the senses.

because of his teaching.

he made me one.

The rising flame,
breaking out
of Muladhara,
is caused to rise
by the wind.

He made both heart & mind
achieve the state of knowing
the precious meaning
of the Five Letters.

Born of the single thought
which he has taught.
He related...

I am ruled
by the wise Vinayagar...

The state of drinking Amrita,

at whose feet

The movements of the Sun,

I take refuge.

& the character of

The One Who Favors the Lily (the
Moon).
He revealed
the 8+8 facets
of Vishudha Chakra
along with all the qualities
of my bodies wheels.
He sweetly graced me
with the ability to contemplate
the six faces gross
and the four faces subtle.
He enabled me to perceive
the subtle body,
and gain the darshan
of the Eight States.

Without a single word or thought
my mind is one with him.

He cuts off the delusion
of the three impurities.

He has concentrated my mind,
clarified my intellect,
and said,

With one mantra
he showed how
the Nine Openings
and the Five Sense Doors
can be shut...

"Light & Darkness
share a common place."

This is the Ankusha (elephant-goad)
of the six chakras:

He presses me down
into the grace giving ecstasy.

Without stopping...

In my ear
he renders limitless bliss.

Standing firmly...
Let idle chatter be discarded.

And he has revealed that...

The snake hangs
on the pillar
that is the junction
of the three realms.

The smaller than the smallest,
The larger that the largest,
stands within…

He helped me realize
it's tongue.

like ripe sugarcane.

In the Kundalini
one joins the silence...
It breaks open...
and the mantra that rises up
comes out

FOR ALL YOUR
LIFE INSURANCE
AND
MORTGAGE INSURANCE
NEEDS

He has weeded out all difficulty
and shown the path of grace.
He has revealed Sada Shiva
within the sound.
He has revealed the Shiva Lingam
within the mind.

He announced the letter
of the Idylla & Pingala
and showed that the end
of the Circle's Edge
is in the skull.

[Vinayagar Agaval is a hymn in praise of
the Lord Ganesha, by the great female
Tamil sage Avaiyar. It describes the
various facts and facets of human life as
being taught by Lord Ganesha.]
‘There is a God in every man’

Naan Kadavul

,

which had to be put on hold by director
Bala for some pressing reasons is ready to
take off. Once Ajith pulled out of the
project, Bala had his reasons for his
silence - 'it is not ethical to reveal what
we discussed and the decision was
mutual,' said Bala, while briefing
mediamen recently.

He has revealed
within my mind
the Skull's Gate,
and given the sweet grace
of being established in mukti.
He made me know myself.
He showered me with grace.
He pulled out past karma...
by its root.

Putting an end
to this birth
and the next,
he has removed darkness,
and graced me with all
the four stages of mukti
(enlightenment).

Having given to me
the True Nature of All Existence...

He made me understand
the role of the ash
smeared on the brows
of the devotees merged in truth,
with whom

For Free Information and Quotation
Call:

416- 500-7965

Arya, who filled-in for Ajith, said he is
simply excited at the prospects of what
lay in store, coming his way in the
rebound.
'You do not get such opportunities every
day. Bala is known to get the best out of
every actor, having shaped the careers of
Vikram and Surya. There is everything to
look forward for me.'
Produced by P L Thenappan with music
by Ilayaraja, Naan Kadavul pits Bhavana
opposite Arya. Plumping for Bhavana was
based on her performance in Chitiram
Pesudathi, was Bala's reaction on zeroing
the consistent performer.
'The spark was evident then. My script
demanded an artiste to get skin-deep into
the character.' When questions pertained
to the three-year delay between
Pithamagan and the present happening,
Bala said it was inevitable. 'No way I
could have ventured into a project
without the right script. Had been waiting
all along for a good script. It took some
more time to finalise Arya. Now that the
casting is finalised, will get on with the
job.'
Kannada actor Devaraj forays into Tamil,
with negative shades laced to his
character. Dialogues have been penned by
popular novelist Jayamohan - incredibly
he took only three days.
The other highlights are: Arthur Wilson
(cinematography) and P Krishnamurthy
(art direction).
According to Bala, Naan Kadavul would
hit the floors on 15 August and most of
the shooting would be confined in Palani
and Kasi. 'There is a God in every man,
which is what the movie conveys,' said
Bala as a parting shot.
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O

n Monday (29) evening the
European Union (EU) listed the
LTTE as a terrorist organisation amidst
widespread protests by thousands of
Tamil expatriates in a range of
European capitals including Bern,
Switzerland, while hawkish elements in
government reacted with initial ill
thought out euphoria.
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EU ban and its aftermath
By Sonali Samarasinghe

talks which will not resume until the
ground situation improves.

Early warning signs
Earlier the Tigers warned they will be
forced to review their commitment to
the Norwegian-brokered truce if the EU
ban does come into effect. Last
Saturday LTTE’s Chief Negotiator Anton
Balasingham told this newspaper group
the LTTE’s decision to accept the Oslo
invitation would largely depend on the
outcome of the Co-Chairs meeting in
Tokyo and the EU decision on the
proscription of the organisation.

However, the reality is that in the eyes
of the international community, such a
ban would have to be followed by
concrete measures from the Sri Lankan
government to show that its end
objective was not just the ban.
The hard-hitting joint statement issued
by the Co-Chairs who met in Tokyo
yesterday is evidence of this. (See page
6 for full statement)

The LTTE earlier decided to delay its
decision in the belief the government
would otherwise use the possibility of
talks to seek more aid at the Tokyo
Donor Conference.

Fu r th e rm o re , w ith th e Wan n i
denouncing the imposition of new
international sanctions as serving only
to provoke further violence, 13 civilians
were massacred in the Welikanda area
yesterday following the announcement
of the ban.

After watching developments following
the Tokyo Conference, the LTTE also
said it would decide on whether to
remain within the CFA and whether the
2002 agreement had relevance to the
peace process any more.

Unity in adversity

Tamils thronged Mel Lastman Square in Toronto Canada recently in spite of a
transit strike in the city to protest against the human rights abuses committed by
the Government of Sri Lanka against their relatives in the North & East (Pic:TamilNet)

If expatriate Tamils had felt lukewarm
about the LTTE before, and even
supported the prevention of fund
raising by the group, recent events and
excessive human rights violations in Sri
Lanka has caused a resurgence of
passion for the ‘cause.’

Representative in Austria, Aruni
Wijewardana was also using her
diplomatic clout to push for the ban on
instructions from the Foreign Ministry
in Colombo.

Just as much as local hard-line tactics
were to push the Tamil civilians
towards the Tigers so will international
pressure. Locally the Tamils would not
be able to identify with or trust the
Sinhala leadership, while pressure from
the international community would
inevitably drive the large and widely
scattered Tamil diaspora into insular
ethnic mode. Especially so at a time
charges and counter charges of human
rights violations were being made by
the two parties to the conflict.

But such a ban would not prove
effective in the final analysis. The Tigers
will continue to engage in battle and
attack high profile targets in Sri Lanka.
Neither are they a banned organisation
in this country and even if they were, it
will not stop the war.

As one expatriate was to say, if they
were forced to give funds earlier,
perhaps now unfortunately, they may
do it voluntarily.

Only listing

EU divided
Be that as it may, the EU itself had been
divided in opinion over the ban. The EU
Heads of Mission meeting in Colombo
recently saw countries such as
Germany, France and Italy arguing
against a ban while even EU
Ambassador Julian Wilson did not push
for it.
Cu rio u s ly e no ug h an d to th e
puzzlement of some other Heads of
Mission as well, it was Netherlands
Ambassador Reynout S. Van Dijk who
spoke vociferously in support of an EU
ban. The Ambassador was also acting as
the EU president at the Colombo
meeting given that Austria which heads
the EU until June 30 has no mission in
Colombo. Finland takes over on July 1,
followed by Germany and Portugal.
The presidency is held by member
states in turn for a period of six months
w ith the co un c il un an imo u s ly
determining the order of rotation.
However, countries such as Germany,
France and Italy and some of the
Scandinavian countries were of the
opinion that if the ban were imposed,
they would not have any bargaining
clout with the LTTE thus losing their
Sword of Damocles over the Tigers.
Nonetheless Austria too was
determined to impose the ban feeling it
would coax the group to return to the
negotiating table.
Sri Lanka’s Ambassador and Permanent

Impact of ban

It would have the same effect of a silly
signboard a wildlife enthusiast once
encountered in Yala some eight years
ago, that threateningly read ‘LTTE not
allowed in this area.’

The EU decision on Monday was to in
fact only list the LTTE as a terrorist
organisation and to freeze any assets
under the name of the organisation. It
is common knowledge that the LTTE
does not collect funds under their own
name and such a ban would in the end
be as ineffective as the Canadian ban of
the group two months ago.
Eve n the T am il Reh ab ilitatio n
Organisation (TRO) that is widely
recognised as a front organisation for
the LTTE has not been banned by the
EU, which the union obviously
considers a genuine humanitarian NGO.

Ineffective
These bans are thus more effective as
s ho rt- te rm mo rale b oo s te rs to
Rajapakse’s hard-line government and
would prove counter productive to a
permanent solution to the ethnic crisis
in this country.
It is this thinking that prompted India’s
National Security Advisor M.K.
Narayanan to advice Foreign Minister
Mangala Samaraweera to focus on
finding solution to the ethnic crisis
rather than look to banning the LTTE.
Samaraweera was on a tour earlier this
month in India to urge the giant
neighbour to put pressure on the EU to
ban the LTTE.
India also declined to attend yesterday’s
Co-Chairs meeting in Tokyo though
specifically invited to do so by Japan’s
Special Envoy Yasushi Akashi and
e n t re a te d b y th e S r i L an k a n
government.

India, while unhappy with the LTTE, is
also wary of the Sri Lankan government
after it made an open play for
weaponry from Pakistan. Though the
government had sought military help
from India to boost its military forces,
New Delhi refused to offer anything
beyond training and non lethal
equipment.

MR determined to ban
However, President Mahinda Rajapakse
is determined to go ahead with his
banning policy and has instructed the
Foreign Ministry to push for Tiger bans
even in the Middle Eastern countries.
Even though in the short-term the LTTE
could feel isolated internationally, the
benefits of these bans will not be seen
locally, with the LTTE still able to
collect funds as before. The LTTE, akin
to a cornered tiger, is also likely to react
with anger, by increasing their attacks
on local targets and stepping up on the
violence in the north and east.

Oslo enhanced
The LTTE for their part may also
temporarily look weak in the eyes of the
world – an image they would be loathe
to propagate and indeed will not.
Meanwhile, the Norwegian role in the
facilitating process has been enhanced
by the EU ban. Norway which is not
part of the EU has also reiterated it
would go by the United Nation’s listing
of terrorist organisations that does not
include the LTTE.
Already two of the Co-Chairs, the US
and the EU, have banned the LTTE
while the peace process is on. This
leaves just two countries able to deal
with the negotiation process in a
meaningful and mutually effective
manner, Norway and Japan.

An LTTE sop
Be that as it may, the Wanni leadership
was busy strategising on Monday (29)
morning in the light of the EU Council
of Ministers meeting which was to take
place that evening. Quickly they
decided to accept Norway’s offer to
meet in Oslo for talks on the limited
agenda of SLMM operations.
While the Tigers imposed no pre
conditions for the talks to be held June
8-9 in Oslo, they set a tight agenda to
include only the operations and security
arrangements of the monitors and were
quick to point out they were not peace

They also maintained that the Sri Lanka
Monitoring Mission (SLMM) would not
be able to be represented by three of
the countries currently serving in the
Mission – Finland, Denmark and
Sweden – following the EU ban Monday
(29).
Thus, only Norway and Iceland which
are not in the EU would be able to
effectively serve in the SLMM.

Govt. hemming and
hawing
In the meantime the LTTE stole a march
on the government on the heels of the
EU ban, by agreeing to attend the Oslo
meeting early June, while the
government was yet to decide on
participation. By this the LTTE was to
create an image that it was willing to
throw a sop to the international
community and softening the hearts of
the donors just hours prior to a crucial
donor meeting in Tokyo.
Nonetheless the seeming ‘back down’ by
the LTTE is miniscule considering that
all it has agreed to is a free trip to Oslo
to discuss matters strictly relating to the
SLMM operations.
Discussions the Tigers would possibly
eagerly engage in, given that they have
constantly accused the SLMM of partial
behaviour on the matter of civilian
killings including the killing of Tamil
civilians in the Jaffna islets.
It is also an opportunity for the Wanni
to extricate itself from the CFA without
blame given that the international
community is increasingly critical of the
government on its stand on paramilitary
groups.
Thus while the government is still
undecided on whether it would attend
the talks in Oslo, the LTTE has again
thrown a spanner in the works of
government domestic politics.

Mahinda in usual spot
Norway’s role, given the self inhibition
created by the LTTE ban on the US and
the EU, is even more enhanced vis-à-vis
the peace process. Furthermore the
LTTE by agreeing to meet in Oslo puts
Rajapakse in a difficult spot. Rajapakse
cannot, in the light of the Tiger
willingness to go to Oslo, refuse the
offer as that would make him look
churlish in the eyes of the international
community.

To go or not to go
However, he cannot afford to go. His
(Continued on page 20)
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Mahendra Percy Rajapakse now
known as Mahinda Rajapakse is a
man of many surprises. One facet of
his personality is the impressive
ability to pontificate. The Catholic
Bishops of Mannar and Jaffna were
two Pontiffs who witnessed this in
full measure when they called on him
last Tuesday (May 30th) to outline
the problems experienced in recent
times by the ordinary civilians of the
North - East. Chief among these was
the violence.
There were newspaper reports about
the meeting. This is what one report
said about discussions on the
prevailing violence. ” President
Mahinda Rajapakse has requested the
Bishops of Jaffna and Mannar to urge
the civilians to immediately bring to
the notice of the police and security
establishment, provide the necessary
evidence and assist investigators,
whenever violence is unleashed on
civilians in the North and East.In the
event of civilians encountering any
difficulty in complaining to the police
or military authorities, such
complaints could be directed to the
government peace secretariat, the
President told the Bishops..”
The news report also stated the
following ” Associated with the
President at the talks were Defence
Secretary Gothabaya Rajapakse,
Secretary of Plan Implementation,
Aji th C ab raal, h e ad o f the
Government Peace Secretariat Dr.
Palitha Kohona, Chief of Defence
Staff Vice Admiral Daya Sandagiri
and Navy Commander Vice Admiral
Wasantha Karannagoda.”.
President
Rajapakse’s
pronouncemen ts pro ject an
impression that the average civilian
in the North - East is reluctant ” to
“immediately bring to the notice of
the police and security
establishment,” and to ” provide the
necessary evidence” and also ” assist
investigators, whenever violence is
unleashed on civilians “. The
President has also been
magnanimous enough to proffer the
advice that ” In the event of civilians
encountering any difficulty in
complaining to the police or military
authorities, such complaints could be
directed to the government peace
secretariat”.
I would have loved to see the faces of
Bishop Thomas Soundaranayagam
and Bishop Joseph Rayappu when
the President made this statement.
Both Bishops are fully conversant
with ground realities of the North East. They know the nature of
prevailing violence and the persons
responsible. Being tactful and
diplomatic the prelates would no
doubt have maintained stoic silence.
What then is the reality behind North
- Eastern violence? It emanates
basically from four sources. The
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE), the Tamil armed groups like
the Eelam Peoples Democratic Party
(EPDP) and Karuna faction, the
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Mahinda and the Violence
against North-Eastern Civilians
By D.B.S. Jeyaraj
Sinhala homeguards and armed
hoodlums that are instigated by
Sinhala chauvinist outfits and aided
by the Police and Armed forces
comprise three of these. The last but
certainly not the least source are
members of the armed forces and
Police themselves.
In a scenario that brings fresh
meaning to the proverbial saying
about the fence devouring the crops
it is supposed to protect the
preponderantly “Sinhala” speaking
Armed forces and Police are mainly
responsible for the violence against
innocent Tamil civilians of the North
- East. Against this backdrop where
and to whom does the civilian
complain? Even if they complain
what action is taken?
Take for instance the killing of Tamil
National Alliance Parliamentarian
Joseph Pararajasingham. He was shot
dead in the St. Mary’s Cathedral of
Batticaloa while attending midnight
mass for Christmas. The assassins
came up near the altar and fired just
after Joseph received Holy Comunion
from Batticaloa Bishop Kingsley
Swampillai.
The killers walked coolly away after
the shooting. Joseph’s five Police
bodyguards did nothing. The
surrounding area was filled with
security personnel when the service
began. They had all mysteriously
disappeared after the shooting. It is
well - known that one of the killers
was a Tamil “Sitha” from the Karuna
faction. The other was a Sinhala
army man in civils. No action has
been taken yet. Worse still the Army
website announced that the LTTE
was responsible for killing their close
supporter.
It was only four months ago that
Lakshman Kadirgamar was shot dead
in Colombo. Kadirgamar and
Pararajasingham were on opposite
sides in Politics. One was part and
parcel of the Government while the
other was supportive of the LTTE.
Both were democratic politicians
appointed as national list MP’s. Yet
one killing received worldwide
condemnation but the other was
virtually ignored. Even the fact that
the sanctity of Church had been
cruelly violated found no responsive
chord in International circles.
Subsequently some of Joseph’s
relatives in Batticaloa too have had to
flee.
I f a de mo crati c pol itic i an
representing the district for more
than a decade could be killed in this
horrible manner in full view of a
Ch urch Co ngre gati on i n the
Cathedral in front of the Bishop what
chances does the ordinary civilian
have? If no action has been taken so
far on this matter then what use is

AK VIDEO

there in others complaining?
Let’s take the shooting of five
innocent Tamil youths in
Trincomalee at the Dutch Bay beach.
First it was made out that they were
terorists who died when the
explosive in their possession went off
accidently. Next it was said that they
had died in a firefight with security
personnel. Thanks to a fair - minded,
courageous JMO it was proved later
that all five had been executed mafia
style. They were made to kneel and
bullets fired at close range.
Even after the post - mortem there
were attempts to obstruct justice. The
Police on duty at the hospital
i nti mi d ate d pare nts to s i gn
statements that their children were
tigers if the bodies were to be
released. Thanks to the leadership
provided by a medical doctor parent
the others stood firm. They got their
children’s bodies. Dr, Manoharan also
gave valuable evidence at the
Judicial inquiry.
What has happened thereafter is
atrocious. It was this column which
first spotlighted the terror tactics
being employed to frighten Dr.
Manoharan. Later the Amnesty
International issued a statement.
Namini Wijedasa of “Sunday Island”
also wrote a vivid account of the
troubles faced by Dr. Manoharan.
After making a victim out of a son
the whole family was now being
victimised. They were living in
perpetual fear due to the harassment
and intimidation.Dr. Manoharan has
written even to President Rajapakse
about the family’s plight. But has
Mahinda done anything so far? No!
Who was responsible for the killings?
According to the UTHR report Police
Supdt. Kapila Jayasekera had
masterminded the operation that had
been carried out under the
supervision of Inspector Perera.
There were also media reports about
an STF platoon being deployed in
Trincomalee on the orders of
National Security adviser
Kotakadeniya. The report said that
the STF had been instructed to be
hard. Kotakadeniya went public with
the statement that Mahinda’s brother
and defence secretary Gothabhaya
Rajapakse knew of this deployment
and had approved of it.
With international attention being
focused on the incident eleven STF
men and two Policemen were
arrested. No action was taken against
Jayasekera . Every one on duty in the
vicinity on the day of the incident
should have been detained. The
Policemen on duty at the Hospital
should have been detained. The
entire STF platoon should have been
grilled. But nothing happened. Now
comes the news that the bullets in

the bodies do not match the guns in
STF possession. They are to be
released shortly.
Rajapakse gave an indication of his
mindset when he reportedly said that
the suspects will be released unless
people who saw the execution came
forward to give evidence. How is that
possible when all civilians were kept
out by the security personnel and
lights put out at the time of the
shooting? Even if there was a witness
would he or she come forward after
witnessing the persecution of Dr.
Manoharan’s family? In my opinion
the responsibility for the Trinco
massacre goes way up. This explains
the elaborate cover up and Mahinda’s
despicable attempt to blame the
victims for justice being denied.
Let’s take another instance. Seven
persons went missing at the Amman
temple in Manthuvil. There were
bloodstains and signs of violence.
The Army was observed “visiting” the
temple at ungodly hours. The people
complained en masse to the security
forces. They did exactly what
Mahinda wanted them to do. But
what happened? The army denied
any responsibility and declared an
unofficial local curfew to keep the
agitated public indoors. The people
scoured the shrub jungles and
marshy lands in search of the bodies.
The families of the disappeared
gathered daily in front of the Varany
camp. Nothing done so far!.
Lets take another example. The
“Uthayan” newspaper office in Jaffna
was attacked and two killed. The
EPDP was implicated. The attack
came at a time when an International
Conference related to World Press
Freedom was underway in Colombo.
With international media attention
focused on the incident the
Government was compelled to take
action for demonstration purposes.
Four students and two employees of
an eatery were arrested as “suspects”.
All of them were innocent.
Speaking of the EPDP brings the
Allaipiddy massacre to mind. Eight
people including a four year old child
and four month infant were shot
dead in cold blood. Another three
members of the same family were
killed in Puliyankoodal. Another man
was killed at Velanai West. Thirteen
people were killed and eleven
businesses attacked in Allaipiddy,
Velanai and Puliyankoodal on the
same night. The Navy and EPDP were
allegedly responsible. There were
many media reports and even a
statement by Amnesty International.
The EPDP is led by Douglas
Devananda its Secretary - General.
Devananda is a cabinet minister in
the Rajapakse Government. The
recent statement by the four co chairs points the finger at the Karuna
group and “Violent” elements in the
EPDP. With Devananda being in the
cabinet the line of responsibility goes
right up to Government level.. Yet
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Mahinda Adopts….
Confere nce pass es reso lutions
supportive of peace and negotiations
for international consumption.
Outside the Conference the JVP and
JHU and PNM carry on relentless
campaigning for war against the LTTE
which in practice would be against
the Tamils.
It cannot be denied that Mahinda
Rajapakse’s task has been made much
easier by the LTTE. The tigers by their
conduct and posturing have alienated
much of international opinion. Erik
Solheim rescued them several times
and delayed the inevitable
international backlash. The LTTE
however keeps on blundering
diplomatically again and again.
Instead of being able to expose
Mahinda Rajapakse for what he is the
LTTE has succeeded in the impossible.
They have managed to make even
Mahinda look good in International
eyes and get praised for his restraint.
If Mahinda was really keen to free
himself of JVP and JHU shackles the
easiest course would be to align with
the UNP. But he does not do that.
Instead he travels along with them.
Apart from being ideologically similar
Mahinda needs them to make him
look moderate. Also they are building
up the climate for hate and war. I
th ink a national Government
comprising the JVP , JHU and hawks
(Continued from page 10)

Significance of...
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among the UNP will be a reality when
open war breaks out. To a man of
Mahinda’s Chinthana War will be the
best option to garner, consolidate and
retain power.
Western media reports refer to Sri
Lanka sliding or drifting towards open
war. No the Country is not drifting
towards war. It is already at war. The
killing of more than 500 persons in a
single year can be classified as war. If
we take the casualty figures from Dec
2005 to May 2006 we find that the
figure has been passed. What is
happening now is a steady steering of
the Country into total war. Both the
GOSL and LTTE are doing this for
their own objectives.
Both sides help each other indirectly.
The targeting of security personnel
makes many Sinhala people support
Rajapakse. They feel firm action is
necessary to combat the LTTE. The
targeting of Tamil civilians by security
and paramilitary groups makes many
Tamil people support the LTTE. They
feel only the tigers can effectively
counter the state terror.
When Mahinda Rajapakse won the
Presidential elections last year on a
hardline platform I wrote that it was a
defeat not for the tigers but for the
moderate Tamils desiring to live in a
united Sri Lanka with equal rights.
With the rising anti - Tamil violence
the moderate middle is diminishing.
accused including Douglas Liyanage, Col.

The International Community has also
contributed to this diminution by its
own blunders. The Tamil moderates
are rendered totally impotent.

war would be inevitable. In such an
eventuality the Tamil people will be
forced to support or at least not
oppose the LTTE.

Both sides know that their acts help
strengthen the other. But they want it
because extreme polarisation on
ethnic lines is what they require.
Sinhala people must rally round the
GOSL and Tamil people must flock to
the LTTE is the credo. Sadly this is
happening now. The middle ground is
d i s a pp e a ri n g. Mo d e r a te s a re
perceived as traitors. Armageddon is
on the way!

The war that will erupt would be a
terrible, horrible one. Unimaginable
destruction and death will be let loose
on this Island. Whichever side wins
the ultimate losers will be Sri Lanka
and her people.

Will Mahinda Rajapakse be able to
achieve his objectives and usher in
war? if he does so will he succeed in
defeating the LTTE and re-structuring
th e Sri Lank an s tate und e r
Majoritarian hegemony?

Source: transCurrents.com

"Don't give up hope in
mishap"

The answer to the first question rests
primarily on the Sinhala people and
the International Community. Will
they go along with the hidden agenda
of Rajapakse or recognize the future
danger and act preemptorily?
The answer to the second lies in the
LTTE. How will it transform its
politico - diplomatic strategy and
mobilise its military resources to
combat the enemy?
Unless the Sinhala people and the
International Community recognize
the true colours of Rajapakse total

Kallappadu, Mullaitivu.
"Don't give up hope in mishap" Thunbathitku idam kodel - Avvaiyar
Humanityashore.org

Chandrika for top UNESCO job?

Maurice de Mel, Rear Admiral Royce de
Mel, Col FC de Saram and CC. Dissanaysion made by Col FC de Saram that he
ake.
Former President Chandrika
had "planned to take over the government and had ordered officers to attend The sentence was 10 years in jail and Kumaratunga who is in the UK has
confiscation
of
p r o p e r t y . everything set for a new political push.
meetings" in this connection.
Kumaratunga, who is overseas with her
The fact that Rear Adm. Royce de Mel
Privy Council slams law, acquits children unable to bear the treatment
(the Naval chief and the 6th.accused) was
meted out to her by President Mahinda
all
absconding for some time, added grist to
Rajapakse, has decided not to return to
the prosecution's mill.
The convicted took their case to the Privy the island any time soon.
Council in London. In its ruling given in
But given the problems in proving a coup
December 1965, it held the Special Act It is learnt that she is all set to accept a
plot, and afraid that the military could
of 1962 ultra vires of the Ceylon consti- top post at UNESCO.
become too powerful if the case was not
tution.
Although Kumaratunga was invited to
made an example of, the Mrs Bandaranaike government resorted to desperate It said that the Act had denied fair trial. take a posting as a goodwill
measures to fix the accused.
The law had been specially enacted to ambassador for UNESCO soon after
convict the men. The men under trial did relinquishing office, she did not accept
The government put in place a new law
discussions with family and close
not have the protections that they would it as she planned to continue in active
called "Criminal Law Special Provision
friends on her political future, had
politics
for
a
while.
have had under general criminal law, the
Act of 1962" under which hearsay could
unofficially said she would give up
council said.
Later on she had informed UNESCO
be admitted as evidence. And to bring the
active politics after handing over the
coup case under the draconian law, it was The law's intentions were suspect. that she would not mind accepting a
SLFP leadership to Rajapakse.
given retrospective effect from January 1, "Legislation directed against
selected full time active appointment in the field
Her close aides have informed her that
1962.
individuals or against the individual is of education in the Asian region.
given the bad image created by
not law," it said, acquitting all the UNESCO is now considering offering a
"All rules of jurisprudence were transRajapakse for himself, the party and the
eleven.
suitable post in the education sector.
gressed," comments Dorothy Joseph.
people would before long call her back
Reconstitution of officer corps Kumaratunga, who had held several
to the party leadership.
To break the will of the men and secure
continues
confessions, they were put in solitary confinement.
The failure of the coup of 1962 did not
Is over, all over,
reduce the sense of insecurity in the govLegal infirmities
The rumbling,
ernment. The Sirimavo Bandaranaike
The crackling,
But the first Trial at Bar held in 1962, government continued to purge the offiAnd the pain.
under the new law, ended in disaster for cer corps in the armed forces and the
the government because the judges dis- police on religious lines, says Dr. de Silva.
Yet it haunts you, it still haunts you,
solved the court saying that they were
"The guiding spirit in this drastic process
The screams,
appointed by the Executive, when the
of reconstitution of the officer corps of
The mourns,
latter had no constitutional right to do so.
the armed services and the police was
And the pain.
The Act was then amended to get the religion not ethnic identity, an important
Supreme Court to appoint the judges.
aspect of the long conflict between BudAnd it scars deep, it scars too deep,
dhist and Christian in Sri Lankan society
The bombings,
But the second court also dissolved itself
which was reaching its climax at this
The death screams,
And the pain,
because of one of the judges, in his ear- time," he observes.
But I survived, why did I survive?
lier job as Attorney General,
This tragic war has taken everyone away.
had
assisted the investigation of the
[Courtesy: HindustanTimes]
case.
Except,
PK Balachandran is Special Correspondent
A Third Court sat for 324 days from
For me.
Mithila (Grade 8)
of Hindustan Times in Sri Lanka)
June 3, 1963, and convicted 11 of the 24

Corrosion of a
Child’s Soul
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(Continued from page 18)
Mahinda and the Violence
against North-Eastern Civilians
not even an iota of action has been
taken. In a show of solidarity
President Rajapakse took the unusual
step of visiting Devananda at his
Layards road residence and spending
some hours. An emboldened
Devananda is now criticising the AI
and even the co - chairs for daring to
accuse the EPDP.
There have been many other
incidents like the one at Nelliaddy
where eight passengers in two auto
rickshaws were fired at and killed by
soldiers who even used Rocket
Propelled Grenades.In Puthur five
persons from Vatharavathai were
taken in for questioning. Their bodies
were found near the army camp in
the morning. In Punguditheevu there
was the rape and murder of a 20 year
old woman allegedly by the navy. No
meaningful action taken against any
member of the security forces so far.
Then there was the Trincomalee
violence. Tamil civilians were kiled
and Tamil owned businesses looted
and attacked in the aftermath of a
claymore bomb exploded in the
vegetable market by the LTTE. The
(Continued from page 17)

EU ban and its aftermath
political ally, the extremist JVP, has
been pushing for a total annihilation of
Norway in domestic politics and in the
peace process. In fact even the February
peace talks could not be held in Oslo
and had to be held in Geneva due to
the JVP’s intransigence on the trivial
matter of venue.
In this backdrop Rajapakse agreeing to
meet the LTTE in Oslo would create
domestic political upheaval for him at a
time he is reeling from defeat at crucial
local government polls only six months
into his Presidency. Rajapakse cannot
afford to queer the pitch or upset the
balance in parliament given the JVP
stance on Norway and his political
woes.

Rajapakse trapped
Poaching a couple of UNP members to
strengthen his hand against the JVP will
not help Rajapakse given that the
Opposition UNP has said it will not
support Rajapakse in parliament if he
continued to poach on their turf.
But more importantly his own
government members including SLFP
stalwarts are deeply perturbed by
Rajapakse’s methods. Senior SLFP
members feel that Rajapakse would eat
into their territory and demoralise grass
root party organisers who have to give
up their perks for unscrupulous polevaulters.
The JVP which has 39 members in
parliament is also keeping a tight reign
on Rajapakse and is likely to oppose
any moves to absorb UNP elements they
feel are undesirable.

Breathing space
However, yesterday the LTTE told this
newspaper it would review its decision
to meet in Oslo following the EU ban.
This would afford Rajapakse a little
respite and perhaps let him off the hook
A with him not having to make a
decision on Oslo after all.

Solheim and Norway
In the meantime Norway’s Internal
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organized mobs went about their task
systematically as members of the
security forces stood by simply. Some
even collaborated in the violence
against Tamils. No one has been
arrested so far for being involved in
the anti - Tamil violence.
Against this backdrop of the security
forces and Tamil acolytes being
involved in the anti - Tamil violence
how on earth does Mahinda
Rajapakse expect civilians to
complain to the authorities? Even if
they did so has any concrete action
been taken anywhere? The Manthuvil
families complained but what has
happened? On the other hand people
who were courageous enough to seek
justice like Dr. Manoharan are being
victimised!
The worst indictment of the
Rajapakse regime is the deliberate
attacks on civilian areas.Aerial
bombardment was done in Muthur,
Kilinochchi and Udayarkattu. Naval
gunboats shelled the coastal areas of
Muthur East. The Army fired artillery
including Multi - barrel Rocket
launchers. The justification for this
targetting of civilian areas was the
suicide bomber attack on the Army
Commander and the Sea tiger
operation against a Naval flotilla.
Development Minister Erik Solheim in
Colombo last week for a series of top
level meetings, told Reuters Friday (26)
Sri Lanka risks sliding deeper into
violence that some fear could ignite
civil war unless the LTTE stops killing
and the government reigns in armed
groups.
He emphasised that as much as the
LTTE must stop killing, the government
should deliver on what it promised at
the Geneva talks in February and stop
all attacks by armed groups operating
from their territories including Karuna.
Thus he implied that the Rajapakse
government has also violated the CFA.
Norway also urged the Co-Chairs in
Tokyo to take an evenhanded approach
when dealing with the government and
the LTTE on the delivery of agreements
reached.
The Co-Chairs in a damning statement
issued yesterday following the Tokyo
meeting while condemning the violence
of the LTTE said the government has
failed to prevent attacks by armed
groups including Karuna and violent
elements of the EPDP. This is a grave
indictment on the government given
the EPDP is a constituent member of
the Rajapakse regime.
In any event the essence of the CoChairs’ statement will be a reality check
for Rajapakse that he cannot continue
to push a hard line or stick to a unitary
constitution. He must be prepared to
make radical and bold changes to find a
solution acceptable to all parties and
one that addresses the legitimate
grievances of the Tamil and Muslim
communities.

Govt. must show political
maturity
Furthermore, Solheim who met with
top Indian officials Saturday (27) was
to tell Indian National Security Advisor
M.K. Narayanan that the Sri Lankan
government must also act in a more
statesmanlike manner.
Indian External Affairs Ministry
Spok esm an N av tej Sarn a af te r
Solheim’s visit repeated to the media
the standard manthram. He said that

Whatever the provocation the
Rajapakse regime had no right to
retaliate by launching attacks on
civilian areas.
The “Sunday Times” had a piece
about Defence Secretary Gotha
Rajapakse and Cabinet Minister
Mangala Samaraweera being in the
Operational Headquarters when
discussions were on about an
adequate response. The two options
were the “Dog option” and the “Lion
option”. The dog runs away when a
stone is thrown but a lion fights back
when attacked. The retaliatory Aerial
bombardment and artillery shelling
was supposedly part of the “Lion”
response. What hope does the Tamil
civilian have when decisions are
taken at a high level and described as
a ” Lion option”?
As stated in these columns earlier the
Rajapakse regime has adopted the
targeting of Tamil civilians as
deliberate strategy. In some cases it is
retaliatory in nature for attacks on
the security forces.. In some cases it
consists of reprisals after the attack.
In some cases it is done to eliminate
or drive out civilian supporters of the
LTTE. In some cases it is simply
indisciplined excesses committed
confidently in a climate of impunity.
India conveyed to Solheim that they
f av o u r a pe ace f u l, ne g o tiate d
settlement that is acceptable to all
sections of Sri Lankan society and
which preserves the unity, sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Sri Lanka.
However in his discussion, Solheim was
to reportedly tell the Indians that while
there was criticism against the LTTE on
various counts, Colombo also needed to
get its act together.
Solheim told Narayanan, the Sri Lankan
government needed to show
‘statesmanship’ and ‘political maturity’
and generate confidence at large by
fulfilling the promises it made during
the first round of peace talks with the
Tigers in Geneva in February.

The LTTE stand
T h u s , w h ile th e in te rn atio n al
community will obviously pressurise the
government on various issues as well,
the LTTE reacted defiantly to the EU
ban.
In an interview with Tamilnet Saturday
(27) LTTE Political Wing Leader S.P.
Tamilselvan said they would likely pull
out of talks if the EU ban was imposed.
He pointed out that the LTTE never
pulled out from the Geneva II talks and
that it was the obstacles that the
government of Sri Lanka introduced
that derailed Geneva II.
Talking tough, Tamilselvan said the
EU’s ban will impact the functioning of
the monitors from EU countries, and
the "decommissioning or abdication of
arms is non-negotiable."
Referring to Denmark, Sweden and
Finland, Nordic countries that are also
members of the EU, the Political Wing
Leader said that the members of the
SLMM have performed an
extraordinarily valuable service in the
peace efforts and in maintaining
adherence of the parties to the CFA.
However, the EU ban will conflict with
the objective functioning of monitors
from EU countries, and will damage the
trust and goodwill Tamil people had in
the EU countries.
Neither is the LTTE ever willing to

Mahind a Rajapak se is being
arrogantly sarcastic when he calls
upon affected Tamil civilians to
complain with details to the security
forces. He is neither stupid nor
ignorant of North - Eastern
conditions to expect this to happen.
Justice will simply not be done.
Perversion of Justice is the norm. The
advice to tender complaints to the
peace secretariat is a bad joke. Under
the new boss PTB Kohona ,the peace
secretariat has become a glorified
propaganda unit disseminating
misinformation and disinformation.
The SLMM is becoming increasingly
ineffective.
This then is the plight of the North Eastern Tamil civilian. There is no
protection against violence. This is
the ground reality. It is the
democratically elected Government
which bears responsibility for civilian
safety. Sadly there seems no way out
when the State begins targeting
Civilians . Until and unless the
Rajapakse regime is pressurised to
remedy this situation there is no light
visible at the end of the dark, dark
tunnel. A terrible Tamil tragedy is
unfolding.
Source: transCurrents.com
negotiate from a position of weakness.
Thus it is inevitable the EU ban is likely
to force the LTTE to withdraw from
talks and step up its violence locally
effectively bringing about Eelam war 4.
Furthermore, with the Wanni now
deciding to review its decision to meet
in Oslo, the ban has proved to be
counter-productive as far as
engagement between the two parties is
concerned.
Earlier while the government had not
taken a decision on whether to attend
the Oslo meeting, Peace Secretariat
Head Palitha Kohona told the media the
Oslo meeting would be welcome as it
would keep the avenues of negotiation
open and engagement with each other
alive.
It remains to be seen whether those
avenues will continue to remain open in
the coming days.
Source: The Morning Leader

(Continued from page 23) Decision
JVP determined to claw back political
support after the local government polls,
he may pay dearly for his indecisiveness
and end up with less room to manoeuvre
than when he chose not to act. The LTTE
of course could help him, confirming that
his presidency is both captive and a consequence of extremist leverage and
agenda setting. A campaign based on a
commitment to a federal power sharing
arrangement will be a very different
story.
Once again the President is faced with a
test of his decisiveness and imagination.
This holds even if the slide to war cannot
be arrested in the face of LTTE determination to move to it. The reason for this
is that identified at the outset with regard to a political and constitutional settlement that goes beyond the current
status quo. A reform of the state necessary for peace is probably not possible
without a realignment of political forces
in the southern polity.
President Rajapakse has the opportunity
to effect this or else he will preside over
debilitating stalemate.
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Mahinda Adopts….
breakdown in Ethnic relations is
characterised by a trail of broken
political promises. That history
continues.
So this component of the strategy is
quite simple. Appear to be reasonable
and flexible and above all amenable
to the IC requests. Talking to the
Tigers? Yes of course!. Strengthen
the ceasefire? Yes Certainly!! But act
entirely the opposite in practice. Thus
we witness the spectacle of refusing
to dismantle the high security zones,
we see assassinations of Tamil
activists and the blatantly transparent
support extended to alternate armed
Tamil groups.
While impressing the IC in this
manner attempts are made to
diplomatically weaken and isolate the
LTTE. The most convenient label is
terrorist. The LTTE is essentially a
freedom movement but some of the
methods it uses are “terroristic”. It is
easy therefore for Colombo to get the
LTTE proscribed internationally in a
post - Sep 11th 2001 World. Even
here the GOSL is smart. It requests
international proscription of the
LTTE only for two reasons. One is to
pressurise the tigers into participating
more actively in the peace process.
The other is to protect Tamil
expatriates from tiger extortionists.
What is underway carefully and
systematically is a slow process
through which the LTTE is being
driven away into the cold. The tigers
are being put in the international dog
house. The purpose is long term. The
isolation of the LTTE from the
mainstream International Community
would be of immense help to
Colombo when all out war starts. A
concerted transnational effort against
the LTTE short of deploying actual
personnel on ground could very
much be on the cards.
Unfortunately the LTTE seems unable
or unwilling to transform itself even
as a tactic to prevent this
phenomenon. It makes all the wrong
noises and emits all the wrong
signals thereby expediting its
downfall. It appears utterly helpless
in preventing or even forestalling the
impending calamity. Some policies
practised by the tigers in Sri Lanka
and abroad have proved
Counterproductive. It is now
experiencing the consequences of
such conduct.
Meanwhile Rajapakse is preparing for
total war. Shopping lists are being
sent out. Diplomatic missions are
undertaken to solicit support. Not so
subtle efforts are being made to
exploit differences among rival
nations to stimulate competition in
helping Lanka’ s war effort most.
Plans are afoot for conscription. A
war e me rgen cy dec laration
suppressing press freedom and
concentrating power in Rajapakse’s
hands is very likely. Those who think
Mahinda with the beatific grin is

incapable of dictatorial tendencies
are in for a nasty surprise. A
Bonapartist is on the make.
If preparatory efforts are on for a
total war there is overt and covert
warfare of a limited nature going on
at present. This is another important
aspect of Rajapakse’s regime. Overtly
it is described as retaliatory and
confined to specific objectives.
Covertly it is an undeclared, shadow
war that is both provocative and
retaliatory at times.
Whenever the LTTE crosses the line
too much like the suicide bomber
attack on Army headquarters or the
marine assault on a naval convoy
retaliatory strikes are openly
announced and implemented. Thus
we had the air, sea and land assault
on Muthur. Aerial bombardment.
artillery firing from Army camps and
shelling from Naval gunboats was
done incessantly. The second time
saw Muthur getting only artillery
firing and naval gunboat shelling.
Nothing from the air. But Kilinochchi
and Mullaitheevu districts
experienced aerial bombardment.
The amazing thing about this is that
Rajapakse has been able to get way
w i th th i s . No I nte rna ti o n al
opprobrium at a policy which
deliberately targets a segment of
civilian population as collective
punishment. Vicarious responsibility
is being imposed upon a people for
no fault of their own. The IC through
its silence is being perceived as
supportive of this. Again Rajapakse
has been clever in responding this
way only after a grave violation by
the LTTE.
Thus the IC sees these acts as a
consequence of LTTE behaviour. Both
the GOSL and LTTE are guilty of
violating the ceasefire and basic
human rights. But the culpability of
the GOSL is even higher but in a Post
- Iraq scenario the Global Policeman
acts dumb.
On the other hand there is the covert
warfare. On one level it is retaliatory
and reactive. Those responsible are
Tamil groups like the EPDP and
TEMVP (Karuna faction). The
security personnel provide logistical
support. So if and when a soldier is
targeted by the LTTE or pro - tiger
militia the alternative armed groups
go ahead and bump off civilians
suspected of having tiger links. The
GOSL propaganda machinery puts
the blame on the LTTE or it is
attributed to internecine intra - Tamil
s t r i f e . Th e I C p r a i s e s t h e
“Commendable restraint” of the
armed forces and the “Buddhist”
patience of Rajapakse.
There is also proactive and even
provocative violence unleashed by
the state. These are of different types
and serve different goals. One result
of the ceasefire has been the growing
influence of the LTTE in GOSL
controlled areas. This has created a
potential fifth column in these areas.

By targeting those supporters of the
LTTE and those suspected of being
connected to the tigers the people are
being driven through fear into tiger
controlled area. Thus a potential fifth
column threat when open war erupts
is being diminished.
There is also the deliberate
provocative violence which targets
the LTTE or tiger supporters. The
deep penetration squads are actively
infiltrating LTTE areas and exploding
landmines. Civilian supporter
Vigneswaran is shot dead in
Trincomalee. LTTE senior leader
Ramanan is killed in Batticaloa.
Muslim groups are being armed and
instigated into targeting Tamil
civilian supporters of the LTTE in
Muthur. Sinhala home guards and
c ri mi nal ele me nts are bei ng
encouraged to engage in anti - Tamil
violence with armed forces aiding
and abetting.
There are also acts of violence
against civilians by armed forces. The
Puthur , Nelliaddy, Allaipiddy
killings. Manthuvil disappearances
etc are but some of these. There are
the specific acts against LTTE
supporters like businesspersons, auto
rickshaw drivers and barbers by
Tamil paramilitary outfits like the
EPDP. It is interesting to note that
EPDP chief Douglas Devananda is a
minister in this cabinet. The trail of
responsibility goes right up to
ministerial level. Not even one person
has been penalised so far for any act
of violence against Tamil civilians.

All these acts are not individual or
random acts of violence. There is
method in this mayhem. A clear
design is visible. The climate of
impunity afforded by the Rajapakse
regime and its active encouragement
is very much conducive to the
violence. What is going on now is
calculated state terror. Colombo
newspapers spoke of a “Dog
response” or “Lion response” when it
came to responding to LTTE violence.
Naturally the regime headed by the
Ruhunu lion chose the lion response.
The state terror being unleashed is
the Lion response.
This does not mean that the LTTE is
blameless. Of course it has to bear
much blame. But there are three
points to consider. Firstly tiger
violence is duly recognized and
roundly condemned nationally and
internationally whereas the state inspired violence is neither identified
correctly or condemned deservedly.
Secondly not all state violence is
provoked by the LTTE. Much of it is
initiated by state agencies. Thirdly
the LTTE is after all “terrorist” outfit
being proscribed by the IC. The GOSL
is a democratically elected entity that
has a greater responsibility to refrain
from state terror.
These then are the parameters of
Rajapakse’s policies towards the
tigers and by extension the Tamils.
Against this backdrop is the slow
build up of a Sinhala Consensus for
war. The farce that is an all party
(Continued on page 19)
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Vicious Violence………
Gruesomely graphic photographs of the
four victims have been displayed in
various sections of the Tamil media.
The father, daughter and son were
hanging dead in one room while the
mother was dead on the floor in another room. The intestines of the seven
year old boy are seen protruding. The
vaginal area of the twenty - seven year
old mother and nine year old daughter
were extremely bloody. It appears that
the killers have sadistically tortured
their victims including the thirty - eight
year old father.
The scene of this terrible massacre was
in a village called Vankalai in the North
- Western district of Mannar. Vankalai is
situated north by north - west on the
mainland . It is four and a half miles
away from Thallaadi military base.. It is
about six miles to the South - East of
Mannar town.
In recent times the people of Vankalai
had been retiring to the St. Annes and
other churches during nightfall. Staying
at home during night was not safe due
to the security situation. The victimised
family too used to do that. The family
had been absent from Church on Thursday night. When relatives and
neighbours checked on the following
morning they found the entire family
dead. The victims had been hacked,
beaten, tortured and hung. The mother
and daughter seemed to have been violated sexually.
The brutal massacre has resulted in
much tension. Though there are no eyewitnesses to the actual killing or torture
the people of Vankalai suspect members
of the security forces as being responsible. The state and its media have denied
security force responsibilty . There has
been a counter charge that the tigers
were responsible. Few people in Mannar believe that. The Catholic Bishop of
Mannar Joseph Rayappu has stated that
those responsible for security were behind the massacre.
It is difficult to understand how people
could inflict such sadistic brutality on
their fellow human beings particularly
little children.Some background details
may help in understanding at least the
context in which this vicious violence
occurred.

Vankalai is a Christian village with Roman Catholics being more than 99 %
and Protestant groups comprising the
remainder. In earlier times the Muslim
area of Erukkalampitty was the village
with the largest population in Mannar
district. With Muslims being driven
away by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE) in 1990 , Vankalai has
become the largest now. Currently its
population figure is a little over 8000.
Vankalai and Pesalai are inhabited
mainly by members of the Bharatha
community. [St. Annes Church - Cour-

tesy of 125 Years Anniversary Jubilee
Malar, Mannar.com]

Vankalai is a blend of “Neithal” (fishing
region) and “Marutham” ( agrarian
lands). Apart from fisheries and farming
there is also an educational and professional tradition. There are a number of
teachers, government officials , clergymen and professionals from the area.
Former TULF Parliamentarian of Mannar P. Soosaidasan is from Vankalai.
Even now many top bureaucrats of the
district hail from Vankalai.
The past years of ethnic strife have seen
Vankalai also being affected like many
other Tamil villages in the region. In
1985 the Catholic priest Fr. Mary Bastian a native of Vankalai himself and
about twenty others were killed by the
security forces. In later years a prominent school principal from Vankalai and
some others were also killed and
dumped in a well by security forces.
There have also been many other minor
incidents. The climate of terror compelled many residents of Vankalai to
relocate to other places in the Island,
cross over to India or go abroad to
Western Countries.
The ceasefire that came into force from
Feb 23rd 2002 gave the people a much
needed respite from violence. Vankalai
began flourishing . Many refugees from
India began to return slowly. Life was
blossoming again.
The victims of the Vankalai massacre
were members of one such family that
returned from India. The husband was
38 year old Sinnaiah Moorthy Martin.
The wife was 27 year old Anthony Mary
Madeleine. The daughter was 9 year old
Anne Lakshika. The son was 7 year old
Anne Dilakshan. The family had re settled in Vankalai about a year and a
half ago.
Martin was not a native of Vankalai. He
was from Vidathal theevu. He had married Mary Madeleine and settled down
in Vankalai. Madeleine also called Chitra was from Vankalai and had many
close relatives. Both Children had been
named Anne because the St. Annes
Church in Vankalai was the family
church. Martin was by profession a carpenter.

Vankalai is a pre- dominantly fishing
cum farming village. It lies along the
Naanaattan road with the sea to its
west. The historic Saivaite shrine Thirukketheeeswaram is further up to its
North. Naanaattan is further down to its
south. Towards the east the biggest village is Uyilankulam. All these places

Several youths from Vankalai had
joined the LTTE and other militant
movements in the past. Several youths
were tiger members even now. The elders of Vankalai had used this
“connection” to extract a promise from
the LTTE that they should not “camp” in
the village or engage in any violent activity there. This was honoured by the
LTTE for four years.
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With the LTTE not engaging in any hostile action in the vicinity of Vankalai the
security personnel also kept the peace.
Apart from the Thallady base there was
a camp and some security posts in
Vankalai too. There was also a Police
post. There was very little friction between the people and the security forces
in Vankalai. This was the general situation in Mannar district too.
All this began to change after Mahinda
Rajapakse became President. Relations
between the Government of Sri Lanka
(GOSL) and the LTTE began deteriorating. Soon the tigers commenced a
“peoples war” . Members of the security
forces were targeted . One consequence
of this was the shattering of relative
peace in Mannar. The landmining of a
naval convoy in Pesalai saw the situation in Mannar changing drastically.
More personnel were deployed in the
district and security intensified in Mannar. This tightening of security was felt
in Vankalai too with security posts being set up in the junctions and even
interior. Friction began increasing between the people and security personnel
in Vankalai. The situation got aggravated with the induction of a fresh security personnel batch recently. According
to Vankalai residents these security men
were an uncouth, indisciplined lot. They
reveled in uttering obscenities and engaging in indecent gestures. Their favourite target was the school girl population of Vankalai. One act was to exhibit condoms to the girls.
It was against this backdrop that the
LTTE broke its pledge to the village elders and struck in the vicinity. On Thursday June 1st a claymore mine was set
off on the border of Vankalai and adjacent Naruvilikkulam. A two wheel tractor was taking food to an army chekpost
at Naruvilikkulam from Vankalai camp
at about 7. 30 pm when the explosion
was triggered. One soldier was killed
and two injured.
Upon hearing of the landmine incident
soldiers stationed at Vankalai camp began firing indiscriminately for nearly 20
minutes till they were brought under
control. 42 year old Arulnesan and his
12 year old daughter Lorenzia were
injured seriously and admitted later to
the Muringan hospital.
The indiscriminate firing made the
Vankalai people panic stricken.nitiallt
families fled Vankalai. They began returning in the next few days. Thereafter
people began expecting massive military
reprisals and started avoiding staying at
home during night. They slept in
churches during night. The Vankalai
camp used to discharge a few rounds of
fire regularly in the night.
The situation worsened further when
the LTTE threw a grenade on an army
patrol near the Eruvittan junction on
the Naanaattan - Arippu road on Monday June 5th. There was an exchange of
fire for about 10 minutes. One soldier
was killed. Later soldiers began assaulting civilians in the area. This caused
more insecurity among villages in the
region including Vankalai.
The Martin - Madeleine family lived in
the 10th ward precincts of Vankalai.
Their housing scheme was named
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“Thomaspuri” or “Thomas township”. It
was named after former Catholic Cardinal Thomas Cooray. The adjoining
scheme was called “Bastipuri” This was
after the slain priest Fr,. Mary Bastian.
The people of Thomaspuri and Bastipuri
went to St. Annes Church in the night
for security. On Thursday 8th the elder
sister of Chitra or Madeleine started out
to Church. The younger sibling said that
her husband had not returned yet and
asked her “akka” to go on . She said she
would follow with her family after the
husband returned. The family never
went to St. Annes.
On the following morning the elder sister returned and tried to find out why
Chitras family had not turned up. There
was no answer when she called out.
Knocking on the door had no response.
Fearing the worst people gathered at
the house. The door was kicked open.
What they saw horrified them.
Mary Madeleine was dead on the floor
lying naked in a pool of blood. There
were signs of her being sexually assaulted brutally. The bodies of Martin
and the children were hanging inside
the room. They had been tortured ,
beaten and hacked to death. Pieces of
rope in the house were used to hang the
bodies. The intestines of the boy were
protruding. The areas around the girl’s
vagina were crimson red with blood. It
was feared that she too had been violated.
The carpentry tools of Martin like the
“uli” or chisel had also been used to
prick, cut and torture the victims. In
addition heavier and sharper weapons
like knives or bayonets too had been
used to hack the victims. Some sado masochistic persons with a bestial nature had been at work in the house. No
firearms were used . The cold - blooded
barbarity of a brutal nature defied description. Only people crazed with callous hatred or those whose senses had
been distorted through narcotics could
have inflicted such gruesome cruelty.
As news of the massacre spread people
of Vankalai began gathering at
Thomaspuri. They were sad and bitter.
The youths in particular were in an angry mood. Their mindset reflected the
overall agony and frustration of the
Tamil people over an uneasy peace
where innocent civilians were getting
increasingly victimised. The climate of
impunity under the Rajapakse regime
was resulting in security personnel and
their Tamil para- militaries getting away
with murder and mayhem easily and
effortlessly.
The preponderant opinion among
Vankalai residents was that some security personnel were responsible for the
massacre. Besides the general obnoxious conduct by the security men in
Vankalai there was a more specific reason too for the suspicion. Apparently
three soldiers had been in the
neighbourhood on the 8th morning.
According to one woman they had
shouted out to her at about 10. 30 am.
When she came to the door they had
asked her whether she knew Sinhala
and whether she was living alone. She
had replied in the negative and said her

(Continued on page 23)
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Vicious Violence…..
parents had gone to the market. They
had asked her for her identity card. She
went in and returned with her IC. But
they had gone. She alleges that they
were at the entrance of the Martin
home. She had shut the door and
waited inside.
It is suspected that the security personnel had “eyed” Mary Madeleine in the
morning and returned later in the
night. People of the area say they can
identify the three. The reality is that
even if the three are identified there is
no proof to show they were responsible
for the massacre.
Despite the lack of concrete evidence or
unavailability of reliable eye- witnesses
the people on the whole began pointing
their finger at the security forces. When
the Police and Army arrived an enraged
crowd in its hundreds refused to let
them proceed. People also began shouting slogans against the Vankalai army
camp. Fearing a heavy breach of peace
additional troops from Thalladdy and
Riot Policemen were deployed in
Vankalai.
An ugly situation was averted due to
many members of the Catholic clergy
and senior Government officials arriving at the scene. The Vicar - General for
Mannar Rev, Fr, Xavier Crusz was himself from Vankalai. So too was the Mannar AGA Ms. Stanley de Mel. TNA Parliamentarian from Wanni district Vinothaharajalingam also arrived on the
scene. The Mannar Bishop Joseph
Rayappu also came to the scene of the
massacre.
Thanks to the eforts of these persons
the passions of the people were contained. Bishop Rayappu was visibly
moved. When questioned by the BBC
Tamil Service the Bishop said that people whose duty was to ensure the protection and security of the people were
allegedly responsible for this violence.

the bodies were taken in procession to
St. Annes Church for funeral mass.
About 5000 people were in the funeral
procession. The Bishop and Vicar - General of Mannar conducted the service
with about 25 priests assisting. The four
bodies were then taken to the Vankalai
burial grounds and laid to rest in a single grave. One more Tamil family had
been wiped out in a vicious campaign
of violence.
Defence Ministry Spkesperson Brig.
Prasad Samarasinghe when questioned
by the media denied that the army was
responsible. “The security forces have
never done such a thing” he said. He
said the tigers were responsible. Some
newspapers quoting Police sources also
said the LTTE was responsible. According to this version the victims were
army informants. The LTTE had taken
revenge in a brutal way due to this.
The cycle of violence continues in Sri
Lanka. The violence committed by the
LTTE is dutifully recorded and branded
as terrorism by the authorities, media
and International Community. The violence perpetrated by the state and its
organs both official and unofficial are
not condemned in equal manner.
Unless the Sinhala people, responsible
media sections and the International
community realise that unadulterated
state terror is being unleashed on innocent Tamil civilians by the Rajapakse
regime no end seems to be in sight .
Meanwhile the wheels of justice would
begin to grind slowly on June 23rd in
the case of the Vankalai killings. With
all due respect to the Mannar judiciary
there seems to be absolutely no chance
that justice would be done. From the
Bindunuwewa massacre to this
Vankalai violence the people responsible have got away and will get away.
This is the past, present and future as
far as the Tamil civilian victims are concerned.

Decision time, Mr. President
By Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu

The

collapse of the Oslo talks and
the letter containing five
questions sent to both the President and
Pirapaharan by the Norwegian Government bring into sharp focus the brewing
crisis with respect to the ceasefire and
the negotiating process.
Whilst on a seemingly more positive
note the APC has called for party nominations to a committee to reach a consensus on the framework of a negotiated
political solution and the President has
appointed an advisory committee to it,
there is no escaping the conclusion that
the LTTE has calculatedly attempted to
‘gut’ the SLMM as yet another step
closer in the movement towards full
blown hostilities.

Consensus
It does remain to be seen as well, as to
whether the APC committee and its advisory committee are both willing and
able to produce a consensus which in
turn has any utility for reviving political
negotiations. Be it a situation of low
intensity conflict or full blown war, negotiations on a political and constitutional settlement are a sine qua non for
a durable and democratic peace.
That is the strategic objective that must
not be lost sight of by any of the stakeholders seriously committed to peace.
Indeed, progress regarding the full implementation of the CFA is also crucially
reliant on this. The sequencing of the
ceasefire prior to political negotiations
has failed with the ceasefire itself being
called into question.
Simultaneous initiatives will have to be
taken, both to attempt to keep the
ceasefire in tact as well as to build the
political environment and framework for
forward movement in respect of a settlement.

Norwegian letter

Mannar additional magistrate TJ Prabakharan arrived on the scene and conducted preliminary inquiries. He ordered an autopsy of the bodies and recorded initial statements of some people. He directed that some pieces of
evidence be sent for forensic analysis.
Mr. Prabakharan scheduled a judicial
inquiry and inquest for June 23rd. He
ordered the Police to apprehend suspect
sand conduct an identification parade
on that day. He also directed the army
and Police chief of the area to be present on the 23rd.
The bodies of the victims were released
on Friday evening. They were kept at
the Vankalai school for the public to
pay their respects. On Saturday 10th
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“None can swim the sea of vice, but
those who are united to the feet of that
gracious Being who is a sea of virtue.” Thirukurall [HA]

LTTE appoints ‘Marshall’ as
Military Spokesperson
Rasiah Ilanthiraiyan alias Marshall is LTTE’s ‘Military
Spokesperson’, effective June 20th, 2006. LTTE has
created this position for the first time in the history of the
organization.
Marshall was leading the Batti, Ampara Political wing
after the assassination of Kaushalayan. Later he was
transferred to the Peace Secretariat in Kilinochchi.
Ilanthiraiyan was also a member of the LTTE delegation,
at the Geneva talks early this year.

The following excerpt is a profile of Rasiah Ilanthiraiyan
appearing in an article in February 2005, marking the
appointment of Ilanthiraiyan as LTTE political wing chief
for Batticaloa/Ampara: [by D.B.S Jeyaraj]
Rasian Ilanthiraiyan alias Marshall is the replacement for
Kausalyan in the East. The Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam leader Velupillai Pirapakaran has selected the
affable native of Arumugathankudiyiruppu in the Eravoor
area as his new “arasiyal poruppalar” or political
commissar for the Batticaloa - Amparai districts.

Whilst this constitutes the broad contours of the strategic objective regarding
peace, there is the immediate challenge
of responding to the Norwegian letter
and of preventing an escalation of tension and violence on the ground. The
implications of the Norwegian letter are
clear — the absence of the assurances
and commitment sought by the Norwegians will result in the suspension of
their facilitation efforts.
The resumption of such efforts will
probably have to await a new balance of
power on the ground attained through a
return to full scale war. Were this to be
the case, the point made at the outset
must be heeded when it comes to a cessation of hostilities.

Ilanthiraiyan was functioning as the LTTE’s Batticaloa Amparai headquarters administrator prior to his new
posting. An old boy of St. Michaels College, Batticaloa
Ilanthiraiyan was involved in Tamil nationalist student
politics with Ramalingam Paramadeva in the mid
seventies. Later he was involved in the pro - TULF Tamil
youth league politics. Paramadeva later went on to
become the first LTTE military commander for Batticaloa
but died in the attack on Kaluwanchikudy police station
in 1984. Ilanthiraiyan too was a member of the LTTE
team that attacked Kaluwanchikudi unsuccessfully in the
maiden venture commanded by Paramadeva.
Ilanthiraiyan joined the LTTE officially in 1983. Earlier
he had been on the fringes helping out wherever
possible. Like the former tiger Eastern regional
commander Vinayagamoorthy Muraleetharan alias
Karuna, Ilanthiraiyan too was recruited by tiger veteran
Sinnathurai alias “Father” who is now an LTTE “Judge”
in Palugamam. After receiving arms training in Salem,
Tamil Nadu Ilanthiraiyan returned to the East and
participated in several operations. He also received
special training in communications. Ilanthiraiyan has also
functioned as am instructor in LTTE training camps.
Ilanthiraiyan too went along with Karuna and other

The Norwegian letter is a measure of the
frustration of the international community and of the facilitators in particular
with what they see to be a lack of commitment and indeed interest on both
sides in transforming the trajectory of
the conflict from one of a slide to full
blown hostilities to that of revived negotiations.
Whilst the behaviour of the LTTE in Oslo
is rightly condemned, the government
needs to address the challenge of what
it can do to halt this slide, instead of
always being caught in situations in
which it is responding to the actions of
the LTTE calculated to expedite the
heightening of tension and a return to
full blown hostilities. Its inability or unwillingness to do this, places it in a position of little more than rhetorical commitment to a CFA and negotiating process which it openly concedes the LTTE is
determined to destroy.
As a key stakeholder and party to both,
the government has to move beyond
pique and petulance or risk the questioning of its bona fides or competence.
The tragedy may well be that it is too
late. Apart from getting the LTTE to the
table, there is now the question of convincing the facilitators of the meaning
and utility in doing so at this time. Most
importantly there is the challenge of
managing the political fallout of crossing
the Rubicon with respect to the
‘unconstitutional’ CFA.
A clear and unambiguous endorsement
of the CFA as requested in writing by
the Norwegians, could turn out to be the
defining moment of the Rajapakse presidency with reverberations for the balance of power in the southern polity and
therefore for peace in Sri Lanka.
Will the President duck this one? Can
he? Will he choose to break with the
JVP and the JHU or will he still try to
placate them and those hitherto patient
Norwegians too?
He may well chose the latter course of
action and find that the Norwegians will
not be easily placated and that the JVP/
JHU combine will sooner rather than
later ‘bite the hand that feeds them.’
Where does he turn, what does he do?
He may well be forced into a general
election that he would rather not have
at this point. There is after all a tendency on the part of politicians to resort
to the people when they will not or cannot make up their own minds.
With a worsening cost of living and a

(Continued on page 20)

Eastern cadres to the Wanni in the late nineties to fight
against the Sri Lankan army in operations “Jayasikurui”
and “Oyatha Alaigal”. It was around this time that he was
“noticed” specifically by Pirapakaran. The tiger supremo
was impressed by his quiet efficiency and got Karuna to
“second” Ilanthiraiyan for service in the Wanni after the
fighting was over. One of his plus points is his fluency in
English and Sinhala and of course Tamil.

[Photo TamilNet: Ilanthirayan (Marshall), member of
LTTE Geneva team speaking at a diaspora event in
Geneva, in February 2006]
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Don Mills/John St-Thornhill
3 B/rms-4 Level Backsplit

$319,000

McCowan/Buroak-Markham
2000 sq.ft +

SOLD

Martin Grove/Albion
3 B/rms Townhouse-2 Storey

Middlefield Rd/Finch Ave East
Brand New Condo-2 B/rms

$189,000

$ 175,000

Don Mills/Sheppard
2 B/rms Condo-Wk to Subway

Keele/St. Clair-Toronto
3 B/rms Semi-2 Storey

Strouds Lane/Whites-Pickering
3 B/rms Det-Finsd Basement

Harwood/Rossland-Ajax
4 B/rms Det-Finsd Basement

Middlefield Rd/Finch Ave East
Brand New Condo-2 B/rms

Highway 7/Robinson-Markham
4 B/rms Sidesplit-Finsd Bsmnt

Bathurst/Lawrence-Toronto
Brand New Det-4 B/rms-W/O

Ellesmere/Conlins-Scarboro
4 B/rms Det-Finsd Basement

$ 165,000

For Rent: $1050

Markham/Elson-Markham
4 B/rm-1 Yr New-Wk to School

$569,000

$309,900

$ 369,900

Conc 7/Leskard
2 Acres+3500 sq.ft 2 Storey

$ 699,000

$ 300,000

$298,800

$949,000

$379,900

Woodbine/Danforth Rd
Brand New Det-3 B/r-F/B-S/E

$ 549,900

St. Clair/Runnymede
Fourplex Income Property

$ 948,900

Behind Any Good Deal There Is A Good Agent
To find out what your home is worth, Call

NIRO MAHANANDAN
416-890-2487
Exceptional Real
Estate Services

Logan velumailum
416-410-1620

RUDY RUTHRAN
416-587-5583

3107 Sheppard Ave East, Toronto, On.. M1T 3J7. Office; 416-497-9794

